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MURRAY. KENTUCKY THURSDAY, Ntiv ItER 19r4
STANDS BY WILSON Hanbery, of llopkinsville, was
appointed by Gov. McCreary
and presided. The jury return-
ed a verdict of guilty and fixed
the fine at .$7,500. Under the
law a fine is a i•evocetion of the
State franchise, and the compa-
ny did not operate in this judi.
cial district last year, but did
purchase tobace) at Owensboro,
Hopkinsville and several other
Kentucky cities,
The Kentucky Court of Ap-
peals will hear oral arguments
November 10, and a dicision is
ezpected slortly afterward. If
the Commonwealth is successful
the company will _appeal the
case to the United States Su-
.1.00 PZA YEAR,
MASSAPEQUA SAILS
Laden With Foodstuffs For Bel-
gian Sufferers, Big Ship
Departs.
New York, Nov. 3. -- The
American steamship Massapequa
chartered and loaded by the
Rockefeller Foundation to con-
vey food to starving Belgians,
s 'led for Rotterdam this after- I
n )n. The Massapequa, with a
argo representing an expendi-
ture of $3(1),000; is the first of
several ships to sail for Belgian!
pre= . relief at the expense of the'
I Really D RI Ro k .f 11. undation Legalt Oeti Relieve leuma-
t ism. •
F:verybody who is efflict‘d
with Rheumatism in any form
should by all means keep a bot-
tle of Sloan's Liniment en hand.
The millet you feeqnsin or sore-
1
Majority in State Wiil be 3011/901
While 2 Senators and 9 Con-
greismeo Will support Him
Louisville; Ky., Nov. 4. --Ken.;
tesky stands squarely by Prod.!
dent Woodrow Wilson and in-'
dossed his policiee at Tuesday's'
election by rolling up a Demo-
cratic majority of over 30,000
and electing two United States (
senators, nine congressmen and
a julge of the court of appeals.
The present national ado-thins,-
tration was the only issue insthe
Kentucky campaign, and ihe
outcome is highly satisfactory!
to the party leaders and cam-1
paigif managers. The Demo-
erats carried every district in ,
the state except the Tenth and
Eleventh, which returned Re-.
p a s o coneress. . i ness in a j nt or mascle, bathe 





000 by reaeon o 
her s until January 1, when themade a miserable showing in ' ' • • vy purchases and a sudden ad. 1 colm Royce, of Winchester. was Y.
game season will close. Therub it. '•loan'il penetrates , I titled of his faiher's absence. aance in the market price when • no The two year old child ofTneqday's election_ and. ceased ; - ' s - • season opens November 15.'almost unmealatelyright to the • *knell learned that Rockefeller came here to-day. Woodard Outland and wife, ofto be a political party within . . Executive Agent J. Q. Ward,i seat of pain, rb,lieing She hot, near Cherry, died last Sundaythe meaning of thelaw in Ken- money was being spent. Despondency Due to Indigestion. who has just appointed 30 dis-tender, swollen 'feSling and mak-tucky. Hereafter the Moose The Massapequa was taken; 'night after a brief illness. Ma- trict wardens, with 'directionsing the part easyt,and comforta-will be „rrcquired to nominate ' , . from her regular run, New York! *^--- to select a warden in every coun-ble. (it a bottle of Sloan 's Lin- It 
is-not at all surprising that ny friends extend sympathy
candidates by petition like the to Weet Indies, and is expected ' persons who have indigestion , the bereaved parents. ty, where there is none _now,iment for 25c of :any druggistSocialists, erohibitionists and , to make the trips to Rotterdam
shave sit in. thes_heuse-against • ,=- ----------a- -- --.,, become discouraged and despond.. The three year old eon of Hen; will call into-operation to pre--other loser partec in emus sixteen ays. isii sup-lents Here are a few words of re TasSor and wife, of near vent hunting out of season orcolds,sore and swollen joints •Those elected to the congrese  . . . . ' plies on board are consigned to . hope and cheer for them by Mrs., rheumatism, neuralgia, sciatica Bethel, died the past week and without a license every availablewere: ' the American Consul at Rotten' Blanche Bowers, Indiana, Pa. the remains were carried to agency. He is sending notices. and like ailments. Your moneySenators-Short Term-eJohnson ! dam. By him and an organized For years my digestion was so Marshal county for burial. This for publication in every county;back if not satisfied, but it doesN. Camden (Dem.) • ----- • - 1 . . ; Relief Committee the food will, poor that I could only eat the is the second death in this fend- paper,- advising' hunters of theSenator, Full Term-J. C. W. 
give almost instant relief. :be distributed. Those who are lightest foods. I tried every- ly within the past ten days. action -of the -slepartment: he isBeckham (I)ern.) • --i Couple Drowned in Ohio River. table to pay will be charged ac-- 1 thing that I heard of to get re-
Clint Wilkins,o .  aged about 60Representative. First District! I tual cost price for the food and lief, but not until about a year
years, died at the home of Jeff clubs to assist, and the wardens-Alberi W. Barkley t Dent) i  E-vansville, Ind., Nov. 2.- ' to others it -wilt-- be distributed ago when I saw Chamberlain's
'Acree, southwest of the city,have directions to call on theRepresentative. Second Djs- Ivan Heer and Miss Ruth Rech-1 free. .. i Tablets advertised and got a bot- Monday night. He was a high- county judges. sheriffs and coun-trict -D. H. Hincheloe 4 Dem.) man, of Cave-in-Rock, Ill., were The Massapequa did not carry; tle of them, did I fini the right ly esteemed citizen and is sun ty attorneys to assist them.Representative, Third District drowned in the Ohio River to. a representative of the ,Rocke-' treatment. I soon began to im- vived by many relatives and . 
These wardens will go horse--R. Y. Thomas (Dem.) siday and their bodies have not :feller Foundation or of the Bel- prove, and since taking a few ' d Th b ' I back or in buggies and their vie-
. itations will be without warning.
Instructions as to the character






-Arthur B. Rouse (Dem.)
Representative, Seventh Dis-





state's delegation in the lower
branch of congress will be D. H.
Kincheloe. ;of Hopkins county,
who will succeed: Congressmen
A. O. Stanley, of the Seeped
District, on March 4, next.
For judge of the court ,of ap-
peals Judge 1./toll:n *Hart, of
Adair -county, ;the Democratic
candidate. won :with ease over
Judge James Denton, of Pulaski
-evulity. Judge Hart will suc-
ceed Judge J. P. Hobson on the
bench of the-,highest court from
the Third district on January 1,
next._ •
left arm had been .cut off and
cannot be found.
Several shotgun wounds were
found in the body. MUch blood
was found near. Three negroes
are suspected of the crime.
Persons who had failed to see
Royce for several days went to
his.place, on the Miller Station
pike to day. They found the
barn locked, and by prying off
some planks entered to find three
horses therein. One was dead
and the other two almost dead
from starvation and thirst. Be-
coming alarmed at this discov-
ery, further inquiry as to Royce
was made, and as far as could
be learned no one had seen him
for eleven days.
Mr. Royce was a widower and
than thirty•six liours were re-until some months ago livedi
quired forloading. the stevedores eon the farm. Some time ago
working night and day stowing his house was destroyed by fire
away the supplies as fast as and since that time he has had'
they arrived. The original es- a room.in the Kimbrough Hotel
timate of the cost of the cargo buildingebpre. No one has seen!
was increased it is said hl him about his room for eleven
been recovered. The young cou-
ple were in a skiff on their way
to Caseyville. Ky., to be married
when the boat struck a snag and
was turned over, both losing
their lives before occupants of a
nearby launch could go to their
Kentucky Tobacco Works filed arescue.. • •pected to sail next week and ov-
DEATH'S HARVEST ed universal sorrow and regret.
No man in this region had
wider acquaintance, and none
haabeen more active and earn-A Number of Calloway Homes Vis- eat in promoting all public move-
ited by the Death Angel Due I ments which he conceived to be
Ng the Past Ten Days.
Death's harvest in Calloway
county the past ten (lays has on account of his health, had be-
been a heavy one and as a result come deeply depressed. Some
many homes have been made of his closest friends say his
sad. _ 'mental coodition had approach-
' ed that of_acute melancholia inMiss SusturPerry, a highly , the last few days: but to the cit-esteemed h •woman,
, izens generally, recalling hisresided near Locust Grove church
buoyant personality, cordialdied last Friday at about 75 •'greetings and cherry laughter,years of age. She is survived the news of his rash act came asby many relatives in the county,
a stunning blow.
The three year old daughter
of Haus Story and wife, of Lynn
Grove, died Sunday after a
brief illness of ,prieumoilia. The Every county in Kentucky
loss to these young people is in- will be patrolled by two game
deed a sad one, and they have wardens, acting directly under
the sympathy of many relatives-Iinstructions for the game and
for the benefit and advancement
of the people.
For several weeks he had not
been at all well, and apparently
gian Relief Commission. as it boles of them my digestion is • p
takes from fifteen to twenty , fine." For sale by all dealers. 
in. thesalettertg-gesasenard.
days for the tills' to Rotterdam. • • I The two-year, old son of I'lous
Wiaclitre Rose. of the Interne.: Kentucky Tobacco Works Assigns. ' . ,S te . f Steil . d'ed• - "Nare to perform them are expli-tional Health Commission, and - Tuesday night after-short ill- cit.Following the failure of theother representatives of the
Citizens Bank, of this city, the 
ness. The ' burial was in the •
Rockefeller Foundation are ex- 
Market hunters, and those vslid
, West Fork graveyard. hunt out of season or without a
. Linn Elected Judge. er take the Massapequa. 
• Mrs. Mike Finney, of near license are the particular ob-i deed of assignment and R. T.
calling hunters and hunting
To Protect the State's Game.
ua will be sent from ! The fi..rm gives its liabilities, at 
(It* violators and trespassers. An extended notice of her deathAttorney Sam Crossland re- Massanse appears elsewhere in this issueceived a telegram at noon today 
Failure 'ci make coffee- of the Ledger.. 
must be handled by the local au-Rotterdam to Brussels. Antwerp $50.(k)0 and assets of about
-W. J. Fields ( Dem. I from his • son Ed Crossland at and other Belgian cities, where ''''')'4:"-I 
thorities and wardene are in-
Representative, Tenth District Tu,ea, Ok.. stating that he was they will be distributed to local 
tions upon large sales of menu- Charley Darnell. a young man 
structed to inform landowners,
of the west side and a son of Risl 
who ask them to arrest such vio-factured tobacco delivered in the-John W. Langley (Rep.) ye4terday elected to the Office of communities under the direction cotton section of the south is ley Darnell, died the 
past week , lators, that they should go te.....Representative,:Eleventh Dis- commonwealth's attorney by a of the American Ambassador to
Great Britain and the Minister the primary cause of the a-- of typhoid -fei'eie ° The burial 
their county authorities.trict- -Caleb Powers (Rep.) moj irity of 1.000. The tele-
The only new member of the gram _ stated that Conn Linn to Holland. The relief commit- - 
signment. This firm is one of took place Friday in the Antioch 
Mr. Ward sass the successful
, tees have taken over all the gro.., the oldest in the city an its grave yard. 
work of the department last
won the race for circuit judge. - year in the fight against marMr. Crosetand is a brother of cery stores in the Belgian‘scities1 
failure is greatly eleplored.
Mrs. McNabb, of near Stella. keting hinting followed by a[Vice Judge C. B. Crossland, of and will distribute the food' Rye's Majority 20,000. died the past week at about 56 , drys good breeding season, has
years of age. The remains were made game birds plentiful thisNashville, Tenn., Nov. 4.- carried to Farmington for burl* fall, and if the hunters co.oper-
Paducah, and for several years
has been in Tulsa. He is now a
deputy attorney and will sue-
incprovisions carried by the Wells was named as assignee. 
jects of this surveillance. San-Coldwater, died last Saturday.
from them.
Many persons in Belgium have
plenty of ready money on hand, With the returns from the e;ec- Jas Waldrop aged about 1S ate with the department thecoed in January Pat Malloy, ., it is said, and these will be re- tion for governor in Tennessee . sport, will be unusuallY good.to- 
'ears and a son of Kite Waldropwho wan in the congressional quieed to pay for their provi- yesterday almost 'complete '
-race. Mr. Linn is well known skins. Those who have no mon- night, Thomas-C. Rye, the Dem- of near Coldwater, died the past Mrs: James 
week after a brief illness of ty- 
— 
Urges Use ef Conine,
h -ev. 3.--The cot-An Active liver Means 
!lenitivin Paducah.-- Paducah Sun. l ey will be fed free of charge. ocratic nominee, has carried the . 
e-
1.The money paid by -the rich will state by a majority of between 
pnoid fever. . Washington.
I be used by the romrnittees in i 20,000 and 23,000 over his Re- Mrs. John Whales'. a well ton is not Kentucky's product.
If you want good health, a future relief work. publican opponent. Goy. Ben W. known woman of the east side but Mrs. 011ie Jas, wife of
Senator James, is heartily in fa-clear complex)on, and freedom • Hooper. The latter has admit- of the county, died the first of, Don't Delay Treating 'lour l _ vor of all projects that will help
Biliousness, Headache and Indi-, - Coughs 
;ted his defeat in a telegram to the week.ftbn't Dizziness; Venstitiation.
sl-Rye, in which he congratulated the sale of this southern corn-One For; One Against.gestion, take IX. King's New A slight cough often becomes! the Democratic candidate.medity.Raporissfrom over the state__
She thinks many housekeep-indicate dill it was one of thel .. The question of whether stock era could now well turn to the
Lite Pills. 11ky drive out ier- seri sus. lungs get congesteds' Two-thirds of both houses of .
mentmg and: unnipeoted foods, ' Bronchial T bes fill with mucous the Legislature elected yester-quietest Sdections perhaps ever should be permitted to run at methods of their mothers andclear the Blood and are t onsti-, Your vitality is reduced. You day are Democratic..he:d over the '.'patiOn. Only 25c. at- your drug- need Dr. Bell'. Pine-Tar-Hone 
large in Swann and Brinkley grand-mothers, and lay in theirprecincts 
The two Republicans and eight or whether they should cotton by the bolt this • fall in-
May Boy 5,000,000_Psacds Tobacco. gist. e' It soothes your hTitated air pas- Democrats representing Tennes- soe confined attracted considera- • -
Henderson, Ky., Oct. 31.- -In
the event the Imperial Tobacco
Company wins it* crew now be-
fore the Court of Appeals. on , city, filed a petition in voluntary
bankruptcy at Paducah last Sat-appeal from tne Union Circuit
Cour:, in which the tobacco cone ' urday for the benefit of his (Tea.
pany was fined $7,500 on two in- Hors and his liaise of business
dictmetits alleging it fixed and in this city wts dosed Monday.
controlled the priees of tobacco Mr. Mr:ler has been engaged in
in this county, the eomparly will the drug business here for some T. i‘e,yee. 70 years old, i struction Co.. in the erection of With a bullet in his heart anti- a too much bedding or householdbe in the tobacco market this time, . earning, to m-enema' fronl farmer,•..who mYsteriously di.- a mum house. was married lastiliaomolver by his side. W. A. Wil- ' linens, and if they would besmes
year for Se000,000 pounds of this atitaiad...leiTahot:i _tet hIse I nf agil°utre of batt7a 's Sunday to His* Irene Jones, of gus, one of Hopkinsville's fore- . Ferly patriotic we should try "tiroappearted. Was murdered and his •year's crop. This fact was made Ilasel Meretstitile C0.. in which body. after being terribly midi- that Place; Mr. Curd is a eon most citizens, was found ins the ,aeiLicoe t‘Nt.oanv.deovednuti.finw
es?v-cdo 'haveknown to by a repreSenta• ;Me Miller owned stock, is as- listed. was ehoved under a pile of Is., A- Curd and wife. of Pen- throes of 'death early
tive of the vmpane. • - '• .s. , 'signed tor his failure. his ha- of weeds and fence mile on his ny.sand is a well known. young morning by Judge W. S. 
Sunday
.. 
aton;sinonstitlheerrmatedrials.re Aerrl iont (t,,n,TRI
The eonyst was indicted by bilittesare Once(' at about $.13,- farm near here, wheri,----it was man and has a hosit -of' friends at whose resislenee on :.South Mimeo will not last ferever, and
a Henderson county grand jury 1*)°' w!til asietsoarmun-hng t" found in a decomposed condition in-this county with whom the -Main street, he boarded. , - _41,1*whereit N a thing of the pastapproximately Mil-
-fit Ms!. .1913. Th' (441* -WI" 1ehits many•trwiids who regrefin4t•nr.-4rtivrimattifittrtit'Prfsitc:4ibmilirerietTilitirrrtntni-' 'lints* - Intl tes- tremendously lad-- —The add& * ii:CirriFirth. e . welriada tto caurt.. to f‘,.---sesweit,44) -1114 •Urt4011 Circuit to learn of-his anemia ifework :wepici_frtasi..44-- ,body _iimUnar..;l>.1144 .-PIONintPlatiOliikeivd best most Anviang-trallogliWIRstoatzlet.--Esiffr ithaff• •- i-r;Si - trill. ...nitric T. -r. es. - ' - - -- near it.....frhe right - hand and wishes. ' • ' history of the city and has eaus- 4 way,-,•• •-.-- --,-- ,, _..._. 
•
E. D. Miller Makes Assignment.
E. D. Miller, druggist of this
ova
!stead of in the spring, as sosages, loosens mucous and makes see in Congress were re-elected,
your system resist Colds. Give the closest race- -being 'between 
ble attention in
•
these two MItg• I man.,--10.
isterial districts at the election! "If each housekeeper wouldthe ils.layeand,Children Dr. Bell's Congressman Sims and his Re- last Tuesday, and as a result' take stock in her linen mom andPine-Tar-Honey. It's guaran- publican opponent, •Deford. Brinkley voted to keep them up plan how many thing; she couldteed to help them. Only 25e. at Sims has defeated Deford by
while Swann voted to let the"' replace with cotton before win-your druggist. 1 about 1,600 majority. • run at Ware. ter begins, she would be sun
Body Shoved Under Rubbish. Lee Curd, who has been loeat- prised to see how much cottonHoptown Man Slays Himself. • • • . ,.she could use in various torms.,,.....0 ed in Bastrop. La.. where he is
























SEBASTOPOL IS BOMBARDED SY
TURKISH SQUADRON-BLACK
IlEa FLEET IN BATTLE.
VANCOUVER IS NOTIFIED
The Russian Ambassador at Constant
tinople Announces Rupture of Dip-
lomatic Relations With Tur-
key to Sublime Porte.
Vancouver. B. C.-Customs officials
were officially informed here that a
state of war existed between Great
Britain and Turkey.
Petrograd.-The semi-official Hut
sten news agency says that because of
the attack by the German-Turkist
warships against the Russian Black
Sea coast the Russian government en-
joined the same day the Russian am
bassador at Constantinople 41 ;iii
flounce to the sublime pone the rup
tune of diplomatic relations with Tur
key and his departure with all tie
members of his embassy and censul
ales.
Turkish warships are reported to
have bombarded Sebastopol and a
Turkish squadron has attacked the
Russian Black Sea fleet. sinking a
mine layer and a torpedo boat destroy-
er and capturing a collier.
With these big events and what they
spell in the apparently inevitable, fur-
ther extension of hostilities. Turkey
remained at the forefront of the news
of the war.
Turkey continues to refrain from
assuming responsibility for the war-
like acts of the Turkish warships in
the Black Sea. In spite of the fact
that Turkish ships have sunk the Rus-
sian gunboat Donets and several ports
without previous warning, the porte
has not yet officially declared war
upon Russia.
ITALIAN CABINET DISRUPTED
Divided Over Question of Country
Preserving Neutrality-King Noti-
fied of Cabinet Resignation.
Rome.-The members of the cabinet
presented their resignations to the
king.
The king reserved decision and in-
vited the presidents of the senate and
chamber of deputies and leading
statesmen to confer wth him on the
situation.
It is generally believed that Premier
Salandra will be entrusted with the
task of forming a new abinet within
a few days. e.
The Italian cabinet has suffered
from the same division of opinion as
exists in the country at large. Italy's
neutrality has been approved by the
whole cabinet, but some of the minis-
ters favored military -preparations at
any cost, while others supported the
Idea that the risk of Italy becoming
involved through these measures was
disproportionate to any advantage she
arlir aaS
VISCOUNTESS ACHESON
Among th• American women who
are personally affected by the war In
. Europe is the Viscountess Achetion.
whose husband Is serving In th• Brit-
eh army. Sh• ,a the dasighter of for
rear Ambassador J. Ridgely Cart•r.
FIGHT BATTLE OF BAYONETS
"A Massacre, Not a Fight," Is the Way
Correspondents Describe Battle
in West Flanders.
London-The lurid glare of burning
bushes, with shadowy figures lined
faintly against a tackground of smoke,
working like deruons in an inferno of
their own creation; the spiteful rattle
of machine guns; the roar of bursting
shells; the impact of driven bayonet
against human flesh and hone; the
-Cites of wounded; shouts of triumph:
shrieks of despair; rivers running red
with bleed, through heaped up piles of
deed-this is the battle of Flanders, as
London pictures it from the brief but
hasty details telegraphed from the
lighting front.
"A massacre, not a fight; a butch-
ery, a shambles." such are the phrases
used over and over by correspondents
endeavoring to give an inkling of the
events of this bloodiest battle of the
war. "No wiener is asked and none
is given. It is the battle of the baso-
nets."
Belgian regiments have been dote-
mated to a third of their former fight-
ing strength; British troops stand grim
and dogged in the face of fearful loss;
gallant Frenchmen shout with the lust
of combat, and opposed to them in the
sublime grandeur of death the solid
ranks of Germans march unswerving-
ly against a withering fire and literally
bestrew the landscape with their
corpses. There is no cWnce to bury
the dead or care for wounded; the
ground they lie on is harrowed and
furrowed over awe over by the spray-
ing bullets of trafietillenSes and the
tearing fragments of bursting shrap-
nel.
_ --And out of- The lhaos there looms
one fact from which England at home -
may extract some comfort. The Ger-
mans seem to be stopped.
GERMAN RAIDS ARE CHECKED
ase
TRE MURRAY LEDGER. MURRAY Y
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FEW CHANGES REPORTED BY
WAR OFFICES OF WARRING
NATIONS
BRITISH TAKEN PRISONERS
Amsterdam Hears That Ostend Has
Been Evacuated - Battle Near
Nitta Renewed-Attacks
South of Nieuport Fail.
Amsterdam. via laandon.---Both the
Band•lablad and the Telegrael report
that the Germans have evacuated _
latend. 
4111111111111111INIIIPM164 ---'7- aSalelParts.-The following official corn
Inunicatioh was issued here- BLYTHE R. HENDERSeN
"ha Belgium, according to the latest Blythe H. Henderson is assistant
advice., there is nothing to report In chief of transportation exhibits at the
the region of Nieuport or Dixinude. Panama-Pacific •spositIon. He was
'tin our left wing the enemy has 
born In Terre H•ute, Ind., In 1868, and
directed violent attacks against the 111°v" 
to
 California in 1887'
front of the British treops and on the
so banks of the Labassee Canal
without obtaining any success
"There has been a recrudescence of
activity in the region of Rheims and
along the heights of the Meuse at the
south Of Fresnes-on-Woevre.a s
Berlin. via Itondon.- An official
statement issued by the German army
general headquarters says:
"Our attacks to the south of tileu
port and to the east of Ypres Sri-
being successfully corainued. Eight
machine guns and Las0 British soldiers
have been captured.
"In the Argonne forest our troops
have occupied several blockhouses
and points of support.
"To the northwest of Verdun the
French attacked without success. In
the other parts of the western war





Emden, Flying Japanese Flag, Slips
Into Port of Penang and Blow* UP
Russian and French Spate.
•
Tokyteraywo officers wed- eighty-
four seamen on hoard the Russian
cruiser Jemtchug were killed when the
German cruiser !admen torpedoed and
sank her in Penang harbor.
The British enTiliassa -here heard that
the Edmen had sunk a French destroy-
er also.
Tokyo.-The British embassy hears
that the German cruiser Emden, fly-
ing the Japanese flag and disguised
by the addition of a fourth smoke-
stack. entered Penang, a British' pas-
sion in the Straits aettlements. and
fired torpedoes which sank the Rus-
sian cruiser Jemtchug and a French
destroyer
The German cruiser Emden, after
her exploits in the Indian at can
around India, where she sunk a score
or more of British steamers, has ap-
parently shifted her scene of opera-
tions more to the eastward to the eft
might gain. cinity of the Straits settlements. She
It Is asserted that Gen. Zupelli and Channel Ports Safe for a Time-Losses was reported as having sunk a Jail-
.
on Both Sides Are Heavy anese passenger steamer hound for.Vice-Admiral Neale will retain respect 
Battle Rages Singapore.ively the portfolios of war and marine
Baron Sidney Sonnino, former -pre- - The Emden's entrance into the wa-
neer, is spoken Of as minister of the , Londca.-The German raid on the term of Penang was audacious. She
channel ports. as It Is called here, came in under the guns of the fort.treasure. and Tomasso Teton!. embus-
seems to have been checked for the and after sinking the ceulier and thesador to France. as minister of for-
atime being, or, at any' rate. the tier destroyer escaped through the Straitellen affairs.
mans have made little, if any, prog of alalacra. The fate of the crew on
RUMOR KAISER WANTS PEACE They. however. are still pushing with here•
hoard the Jemtehug is not yet known
Newspaper Fight Was Wages& Against. informiug the tonvention in forcibly.all the farces at their command. and Merchant vesels belonging to the '
pataa army %roust continue to fight.
. 
Lows of Battenburg-Was a Great tones that I it %ere not tee elated laIt Is Said That the German Emperor are meeting with stubborn resistance belligerent nations are taking refuge Strategistorn in Austria.
He was, given an -ation, the first hi
from the French. British and Belgian at Colombo. Ceylon.
Wrote Personal Laenet, Urging 
London -Prince Louis ot Batten- ditation that the eilention faaored
Cessation of Hostilities. — —
the plan' of Ayala. ' alch declares for
- 
troops.
Losses on both sides continue pro- TURKS 
diaision , the big landed
Petrograd correspond- .
! eortionate to the fierceness of the hg(-London.---Th statesIn Mexico
teas since they crossed the Yser canal
plimalmmummemmumm..,,s,
REAL WAR IN SOUTH AFRICA
Botha Takes Field Against Rabe,'
Battle Front of 3 Miles-Rebel
Positions Captured.
London -Official announcements by
the South African government reveal
the fact that Great Britain has a real
war on her hands in that part of the
world. The seriousness of the Boer
rebellion is shown by the 'announce-
ment made by the official press bu
reau of the war office in London that
Gen. Botha himself has taken com-
mand of British troops in the field, and
that he is pursuing the rebels under
t:en. Byers, who was fornierly com-
ntander of the government forces.
A dispatch from Capetownateports a
battle along a fronts extending three
miles, in vaiich the British stormed the
rebel defenses andwith the aid of ar-
tillery captured their positions, but
the rebel forces themselves escaped.
The story of this fighting is pain-
fully reminiscent of that which oc-
curred 15 years ago, when the "Boers,
although greatly inferior in numbers.
outmaneuvered the Britlah stall point,
and strained the resources of the em-
pire to subdue them.
The account states the advance was
so rapid that a few of the enemy and
several horses were captured. The
main body of the jebels, however, got
away, they having removed their guns
ear!), without firing a shot.
The official announcement of the
pursuit by Gen. Botha of his former
commander. Byers. states that the Brit-.
isch troops came into touch with a
rebel commander at Rustemburg. In
the pursuit daring the whole day Gen.
Botha has captured SO fully armed
rebels and several wounded. The pur-
suit is still patx'eeding.
It is reliably reported that Col.
Maritz, whose treachery salaried tire re-
bellion, waa shot through the knee cap
in the fighting at Keimoes.
Andries de Wet is in command of
the German forces. -.Nisa official .an,
nouncement has eet. been made of an
invasion by the Germans of the Por-
tuguese colony of Anaola, but the Por-
tuguese minister here says that such a
movement would not be 5urpr!-."--
The Portuguese arts making every pr.
aration to defend the ei.1.311,)
BRITISH SEA LORD RESIGNS
Criminal Charges Preferred Agpolosi
Standard and Gulf Refinery In
Courts of New Jersey.
Iersey City. N. J - It was reporlee
; here that criminal indictments had
liven voted by the Hudson mune,
VILLA AND ZAPATA MUST RETIRE grand jury agalst Standard Oil
TO PRIVATE LIFE-TRY TO Co of New Jersey and the Gott lea
fining company, which have been enBREAK UP CONVENTION.
gaged in a rate war on gasofthe' In
Hudson and Essex tountles within the
pest few niontlis.
'the indictments, according to the
report, were two in number. It was
MESSAGE CAUSES TURMOIL
Provisional President Etter  His
Willingness to Leave Country If
His Absence Will Tend to Re-
establish Country's Peace.
Slexiso City. The resignation of
aen. Venustiano Carranza as provi-
genial president am! first chief of the
onstItuttoual army. based on the con-
dition that Gins. Villa and Zapata re-,
tire to private lift, was read to the
Aguas Callentes peace convention.
Gen. (-arrant* 4.14(44 expressed a wit
ilugneits to leave the country if his
absence would tend to the re-establish
anent of prate. Disruption of Illinois Orgassizaltso•
The message caused a turmoil in Seems Likely-Election of Grace
the convention hall and at one time Wilbur Trout Starts Trouble.
apectators tried to intervene and
break up the meeting. What action
was taken on the reagnatiou was not
known here.
In deniancling that Villa and Zapata
retire. Gen. Carransa said:.
"There is a greater ambition than
that of being resident of the eepublia,
and that is to hold such military one
nipotence as to penult one man to
'oversway all powers of union. The in-
sistency of Gen. Villa in keeping com-
mand of a division supposed to be alt
powerful and at the same•tinie pre-
tending to re-estatilish at once Consti-
tutional order on the basis of the old
ret .1e, is a (lest indleation that the
dream of this chief is toaeonstitte
himself arbiter of the destinies of
Mexico with the faculties to appoint
a president, elect a-Congreas. eesign a
supreme court,-.and rule the govern-
ment of all the-states. I am ignorant
of Gen. Zapata's pretensions, but be-
lieve they will not diff sr greatly from
those of Villa."
RIOT AT PEACE MEETING
east Effect of Retie Efforts Shown is
Texas-Agitation for ReductionCarranza to Block Villa on the South. 
in Acreage Helps.Has 10.000 Men at Leon and
Forces in Hills.
Dallas, Tex --The first effects of the
Chicago I sisruption of the lashes
Equal Suffrage association Is sold
be threatened as the result .if Owl re
election of Grace Wilbur Trout as
president, of thr organization.
Mrs. Media McCormick, chairman
ofthe national congireyislonal commit
tee of the National ataseisiation of
Suffragists and a leader in ark facia on
Mrs. Trout, syera if 'a-bolt had
been determlued up. u. -
"It is under i-oneidefation." she re
plied.
At the bottom of the trouble lles
the declination of the state (argentite
don to support the policiea of the
natiOnl orgeninitem, particularly wIth
reference to the congressional black
list and the ithafroth aruendmont
Mrs. Trout has taken the position that
the propaganda of the national lead
ere is contrary to the nonpartisan sec-
tion of the organization's constitute...
!COTTON ..GAINS ONE CENT
Washington. 7 Official reports re-
ceived here said Gen Careens& had
10,000 troops at Leon, '25 miles South
of Aguas Calientes, ready to block any
southward movement of Villa forces
in the event the Aguas Callentes con-
vention fails to effect a peaceful soh'.
berg, about whom there has beenBOMBARD RUSSIA h gossip because, of fibs Austrian
origin, has resigned his eosition as• e Pr ben s e 
first see lord of the adtuiralty.
than those in any battle since war was Turkey Has Opened War on Russia. I 1 • I bee • ci I •
ing:
"According to a report in arniy cir-
clets Russia recently has been ap-
proached regarding the concluding of
tie, wielta means that-they are greater
PEACE TERMS LAID 
OIL •COMPANIES INDICTED
DOWN BICARRANZA
state and country-wide efforts to re
neve cotton were shown In Tozer' In
a rises of nearly one cent per pow"(
according to a statement Isateal hero
by .1. A. Kemp of Wichita, Falls, Tex .
thairman of the executive committee
of the Teen Bankers' associaties.
. . . which has undertaken to help the• .
Texas situation. Middling cotes* inCarranza has a (onset-rattle force
Texas was generally- within a fractionin the hills southwest of Aguas Cali-
a, of seven vents tempered with sixentes, and the Leon garrison dialer'uates the railroad to alexia° City.
Aguas calientes. Mexico.- A emit-.
tion of delegations representing Villa
and Zapata ruled the session of ,the
Mexican national convention after ale
stormiest and most exciting Meeting
the assembly had witnessed. For a
tinre thea•onfusion threatened to grow
into a riot. Delegatea neat lied for their
revolvets, but finally yielded to tie'
becalming speei lies of their colleagues.
The outburst occurred shortly atter
the arrival of 26 Zapata representa-
• aes. It developed that they tame not
.ynalorized deleturre.t. -but to learn
ti Is-as of the reeve-ratan before tel-
egraphing for. credentials,: Paulen
Martinez. one of the leaders. dee ribed
the plan of As Alai the 'Zapata platform,
- - -
said that they would be handed eve,
court and that they were found under
the se called Seven Sisters laws
The witnesses testified before Use
grand jury as to the part playeti by
the two companies in the reeent rapid
lowering of prices tin gessiline el 11111
son county.
Under the so-called Seven Stearin,
law a torporiyation could be biked
guilty of a misdemeanor and puniehed
hy fine of 81,00o or more, or trupdoon
went for the offenses fur whose actf
were adjudged illegal, or both.
SUFFRAGETTES ARE DIVIDED
cents a week ago.
; Mr. Kemp said the insportaul fac
tors in the state committee's work
are the providing of a loan fund, tb,
agreement by Texas metalline's. time
eight tents is a fair bottom price,
agitation ea reduction of acreage In
per cent next year. and 8111)&011gram:
et food crepe for cotton
MAYOR CONDEMNS COURT
- -
Chic ago Executive and Municipa'
Judge in Verbal War-Court Ac-
cuses Police of Indifference
Chicago 'Meyer Harrison lend the
Chicago s ourt were arrayed
against_ eat la other when the mom*
charged teat the 1ty courts Ware so
lenient 1T; crteeinals that the polite
were almost helpless. Municipal Judge
\V N Gemmel retorted that thei po-
lice attempted to sever up their see'
left of duty by trumping up charges
against friendless petty criminals
The trlal board heariall the
mites Of two iletectivee charged with
GOLD FOR RESERA BANKS
. collualon with piekpockets motioned
Federsi Reserve Board Notifies Mem- ikhaa"
sitting gad the mayor took occaskua to
Announcetuent of Prince Louis' wee - berm to Use Gold in Making DepOs 
' a anti-else Judge Genitalia for freeing a
pit kpocket after a detedtvethe German emperor wrote a
peace with Germany. It is said that i shIpe. they apparently have more than Londen A dispatch ho the Tames i iencion was, made in ea, „aim sine its-Amounts Not Stated. 
sereeant hail testified he eAught tee
pli kpocket with his hand In Ilve pa
fferlighal ' held their own.. and after inflicting train Petrograd says it was the formerrletter to the deerager empress, urging heavy' lotiaes on the Germans Nee. aerman i ruisieriteeelam. now ll'"ag been ret &shed in audienee by the king Waaittigtots 'Toe federal reserve!.
tar, which stated that na. prince, had , lieetuana pocket.
-bet to peNuade the Russian emperor eompelled Mena to try for an openine the Turkish flag. whit Ii shelled Theo-
hoard notified all banes that are mem •
"If we are le iondemn to Isere/mai
to make Peace. --- ' farthaT 'mined. Up until ret entiy the dosia. on relinquishing his appointment.
Although' born in Austria, Prtnee_. bore of the new system that gold or go" "44' i''‘
"The dowager embriote fore-Aided allies hadaheen forced to else way at Tokyo.-Xie Russian embasey here
must be used In not 
prion este,. n1.4y% or boy who has ever
k the jail I apaolt.- and make room aor
will have to luervaat-
the letter without comment to Em eonte points, but now, according
was naturalized la lees, when he was trat the tranelar eif resents deposits 'eaera"'.'"1"-e--"rgeanta. 5"rne af
Louis-tame to England as • boy and ' lawful moneyporta Nicholas. who sert itato Drawl the Frenck ogyiel..  communirtition, war on Russia.
he announces that Turkey ts-s opened up
Duke Nicholas., commander-in-chief . f'- they have held -flick positioes at every Theodosia. Crimea. -- A Turkish later he was promoted -to a captaincy rewrve batik,. Tills step Is iiii-ignee "II" 'Iry ""1"1"1.... said judge "Pill'
only 14 year! old. Twenty three reeve tram the present b'anics to the !talent! ,
the Russian. army. The grand duke point from the mouth of the Yser, to eaueyer with three famtels bemharded and after another 13 years became • to fill the vaults of the Li reale-yea all".
wharf& Noe eelace records and cabersreturned the letter with the ,cone
merit :
"'If you comply, our armies will
mutiny and there will be a revolution
in all Russiaa
"No confirmation- of-thtit report' Se-
declared, now nearly three moot!' - May Mean a Holy War-Greee I him but a neqvapPr campaign ass::.--'
Along the.coaSt, wheke the &thee are
a-ft:feted by French and British war-
the tame district-. Slid Again leave ad-
vanced between Ypres and Roiners,
• University Appeals. •
St. Louts --St lands University, el-
Innate beneficiary of the will of Jame.obtainable." 
Campbell, the railway promoter: flied
German's Loss 420,000 Men. -
Berlin.--The German casualty lists
for the week amount to le.P.1/00 men, it
was announced The total to date I
about 421000 men
Lord Nairn* Killed.
London --Lord Nairne, sembd son
sit, the Marquis of lAnsdowne, rote
rervative leader in the house at lords,
has been killed in action, lie was •
plitjer In the First 'Drageons and
served In the South African war.
British Cruiser Sunk.
1.nndote1-The British light cruiser
Hermes wag sunk a German sub-
marine In the Straits of Doter. This
official siinnuneemistit was inftdo here
Nearly an Ike -*freer.? add e'en were
flayed
notice of appeal against the as lion of
the probato'court to revoking the-Otte
of the Mercantile Trust Company as
executor of the $16,000.000 estate and
in,,appolnting John S. Leahy adminis
trator pending litigation over the a-ill
English General Mee.
Lendon" Lieut.Gen. Sir William Ed-
mund Franklyn: who commanded the
third division of Kitchener's new
army, died suddenly. Limit Gen. Frank.
Igar-prior to assuming commend In
Kiteheneet army, was military act-re
tary In the secretary for .
Freight Steamer Sinks,
Belfast. Ireland - The British freight
steamer Manchester Commerce, from
Mew-heater tar otrwek a
mine and -soiller• 'Mot-Payne and it
seen were drowned
Cathedral Damaged i his holding such a he Frmat/rael od .-
thought responsible for his withdrawal,
the Station'and city, damaging the ca-'
Medea!, the Greek Church, a pier and
'tome ehede. One soldierewas wound-
ed. A branch of the Rusetan Bank of
Foreign Cenimeree caught firs. At
the contiweeta_tif the bombardment the
cruiser left in a southwesterly dtrec-
Don.
rieotiosie (formerly Kafral is a
Russian seaport on the southemat
i oast of Critnes. about 100 miles north-




Stockholm - The Swedish steamer
Onion, from Portugal for Gothenbeeg,
Sweden, lilt a mine in the North Asia
and sank off Cuxhaven Five members
of her. crew were drowned.
Francs May Offer Notes
Nate York Bankers with offeital
reerirh connactionA were reported to
be negotiating, fotenfrerine here an is-
". ai ele,00o,o011. half-year notes at
tt -t=2- per -rent interest PrO'inineet,t,
tatireitilieVe matter- me.
der idt From ea'
rear admiral lie was appeinted Bret benks as soen as the Institutions 4.re I
permit i ie. 
Mayor Mariam' asserted that betas,sea lord In 1912; a few sears after his evened Nov. 11;. one will order was keptbefore the day of LIM
'
visit to America readimissue of federal re--erve/noti 'municipal court 
The hoard announied also that this - i Hu
-
. to member bank-.
Paris. --That the war is only begin-gtn•
Says War Just Begun.
ord.!' would apply to subecriptions to ltingliamten, N. Y.-- Serentesea per
t rt In Wreck.
fling is the opinion expressed hy Ar•
,
mend isillierea, ex premiermof F anc-,
ie
be niade to the capital stos k of reserve 11$were hurt 1r1 the wreck of train
ta an Interview published by the news hank?' by member in.titution. the a a Z2 on the lel itswanna Railroad,paper rame de eordeaux, atty.* a dile first Instellment of which Is due Vr, witch we!. thrown iiIT an embenkieset
F 
2. The 'transfer of I-reserves will 
Ilium announced that the 12 bestirs have
gin after secretary wedoo r„rmaii; train of five gars rolled down a 3411ont
be.. li' coolie s rut of Alford. Pa Part tit •
been opened. 
incline halo Martina' y rook 'Pbe
wt.'s& k este attributed to • broke, raft
-
patch to the Bevan New• Agency from
the temporary seat of Frew h graera
merle,
Potash Embargo Lifted.
Perlin Jarriets W, Gerard, the Amer
lean aniaaseador to Germany, has se
cured trent the lawman government
the lifting ,if the ismial;eis Placed tirson
1,000 tons of potash dealing's! for Amer.
lea
Pringle Gets, pa Veers.
•
Sankleve, itosnla.--Gavro Printlp.
Who, anialainated Matiduka laterals
Ifettlitionti, nor apparent to the '..t.ttstro-
ro II — (sod
iftllit*keads tIti untroto..eu
taa
d t utimkr, iho
d 
to 20 foam in prison. •
WM Not Close Woe.
Denver, Col "I see t (setup for"closing the color o coal mines Ishiiimposing an indu rail burden on thestate just at it tines when the greatestdemand for fuel la Dovetailing, was thestatement o Gov hi. AniMotic
SL Lines Bank Organised,St Louis.- alinitou, Managerof the Si Louis clearitattAn_ana,  wee,elertne depute. lloeveaor-




Shreveport While suffering hoot
a III /if insanity caused be loss et le-
gal practire during Illness sat-two years
/
Roland .WIlliallillen. One ilf the meal
prominent otternoym of Shreregust,
choked ei death. two of his four rain-
drop, one a girl of eight years sad Me
(Oar an infitnt .. ii
Jerome Sees President.
Pmeditent- ye, •
caned darnme N • ,Jerever, the"
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Nail Wounds, Foot Rot
Fistula, Bleeding, Etc. Etc.
Made Since 1846. MilAbt:Ird.
'Price, 25c, 50c and $1.00
All Dealers 
a,c,Oft WRIT}
DIFFERENT THINGS IN MIND
T...,••• Supposed Indireeruent of What
Lurlina Oiaapproved of Nearly
Led to a Quarrel
'I oey were in the lure of the ca-
bana. he and she Tom and Lurlina.
The contralto was
atmindt•rstsinent was In !airline's
•oico as she said:
•Entirely toil low' Entirely"'
aturpriee and uninletakable admits
hots mingled In Tom's relay.
'Alt. no it's exquisite!"
A catch in her breath, amazement
Is her wideoben blue eyes.
"aally, Tom! How can lour
There was almost tears; In her
voice-
"how can I"- he replied entbuxia.s-
t ically. 'indeed how can I not?"
Amazement Red -from indignation la
her eyes. The chili of lee was In bar
tone and manner,
-limn I will thank you to take me
.- --
homer'
"C1'hy. LurlinaT And now the
amazement was in his eyes and pain-
ful eagerness in his voice. "What do
Yost mean'?"
Oh, and she was angry now! Her
blue eyes were ablaze.
"I mean her gown!"
A beam of light. Tom saw it ail.
"Oh, Jupiter!" Could joy base bet-
ter uttered? "I meant her yoke!"
Thereupon the waiter came and all
wait forgotten.
Hard on Some People.
Americans must learn to use borne-
soma tobacco.** a trade journal de-
Clares. This will go hard with thoee
persons who haven't been in the habit
of using any kind of tobacco at all.-
Youngstown (0.) Telegram.
Had None.
That girl likes to look on the
tervelit side of things."
`That must be the reason she jilted
Bonehead"
_ Since the War Broke Out.
'What's become of the great basso,
Ile Cetera?"
"He's honking for an auto livery."
The Dusstion:
The baseball season Is drawing to-
ward a finish." ,
'Yes. but who:4.061AT
No..CordeRto. a prudent girl isn't
lecasesarity a prude
PRESSED HARD.
Coffee's Weight on Old Age.
aa hen people realiro the injurioul
'Beets of coffee and the change In
health that Post urn can bring, they ars
usually glad to lend their testimony
for-the benefit of others.
My mother. since her early child-
hood, was an inveterate coffee drinker,
had been troubled situ her heart fora
semiser of years anti complained of
haat 'ecak 511 ovef feeling- and sick
stontat it
-*Aeon* time ago I was making a
visit o-a-vii.t tot part of the country
- mad r with one ; of the
•iNTlbltrf the place I noticed a
slintauhat, Unusual flavour of the 'cof-
fees' and asked him ceneerning it, lie
replied that it was Postum •
-I was ro-plett•ed with It that, after
the meal was tel r. I bought a package
In carry home with me, anti had wife
prepare Nome for the neat meal. the
whole family were so well pireused
with it that w-:'• discontinued coffee and
maid Poctuttrentirely.
'1 list' reel) been at times very
anaiougi concerning my mother's con-
dition, hitt we noticed that atter lasing
Pueturu for a short time she telt $o
much better than ihe did prier to its
Ilse, and had little trouble with her
heart. and no sick stomach, that the
headaches were not PO frequetit. and
her general condition much improved.This continued until she %Yes well sat
\warty
"I know Peplum has benefited my-
self anti the other members of the tam.
Ily, but not in so marked a degree ea
In the cake ot.mY mother, as .he Was a
victim of long standing" Name gives
by Posturn Co, Pettit, ('reek,
POOtant Cornea in ten forma:
Regular Poatum - must be well
belled 16e and 25e.-packagtsa
Instant Posture- is .ta potable pow
• der.. A teaspoonful ,diseolvce qsiekl
la.. cup of hot watar and, with oreihnli
sail swum makes a delielmie
2. ....age I-Intently. :tot avid -ettectitie
- The Cost Ver Clip or both knicts
abouT the tame.
a !tenses" for Tootain.
-sold by Anew%
a minimum. Dr. E ('. Roemie, county
health officer, said it was the inten-
tion of the lecture to direct the atten-
tion to practicing physicians to the
Fere:sus situation;
Judgment Reversed. -
"Subsection 7, Secti 2739b. Ker
tucky Statutes, impoees upon the op-
erator of a coal mitre the duty of fur-
nishing the miner/such props and caps
as are necessari• to make safe the roof
Qt the inleerli. marking place..but It
does not Impose the duty of propping
the roof upon the miner or the opera-
tor*" said' the court of appeals, revers-
tag the Laurel circuit court in the case
of the Old Diamond Coal Co. against G.
W. Denney, a miner, who had recover-
ed 82,550 damages for injuries sustain-
ed when slate fell tram the roof of the
working. "That duty." said the court,
in the opinion by Judge Miller. "may
by agreement or costom be imposed
upon either the miner or the mine
owner." Judgment was reversed be-
cause the company was not permitted,
to introduce testimony as to the agree-




Dr. C. G. Schott. of Louisville, lost
his appeal from the Jefferson circuit
court, which gave judgment for the
Indiana National Lite Insurance Co.,
when Dr. Schott sued for damages for
malicious prosecution. Dr. Schott was
examiner for the company, and when
in 1910 an investigation was set on
i foot into an alleged conspiracy- among
insurance agents, in which they were
said to hay., perpetrated fraud on their
companies by insuring people in bad
health, often having substitutes exam-
ined for there. Dr. Schott aided in in•
' veattgating eases and testified before
the grand jury. He, however, was in-
dicted, het was acquitted Then he
sued the company, hut the court held
that an acquittal does not satisfy the
nece'sar; proof that there was lack of
probable Vallee in returning the indict--




LETTER DEALING WITH WORK-
MEN'S COMPENSATION ACT.
STATE PLAN IS FAVORED





the cost of inkurance against liability
for industrial accidents between the
state workmen's compensation plan
and policies in indemnity companies,
are contained in a letter a Horn by
Arguments Are Heard.
Arguments were heard in the court
of appeals in the suit to test the con-
elltutionelity of the workmen's come
penitation art. Lawyers from all leo-
dons of the state were preeenl to hear
the argument's, which were made by
Robert T. Caldwell, of the attorney
general's office, representing the corn'
peneation board, sad Charles Carroll,
of Louisville, against the law. Among
the auditors were Senator Knight, of
Louisville, who introduced the meas-
ure. and Johu Schneider, representing
union labor Mr Carroll in his argu-
ment approved the purpose of the
workmen's compensation measure, but
declared this ineaeure "vicious" and
said that instead of being beneficial
to the employe, for whose benefit it
was oatennibly enacted, it has directly
the contrary effect. Instead of doing
"prompt average justice- and prevent-
ing accidents by requiring Payments
in all cases, the law will have a ten-
dency to make the employer less care-
ful about dangerous methods and
equipment, because he will already
have, paid into a fund for the compen•
Batton of injured workmen.Atty. Gen James Garnett chairman;
of the compensation board, to the sec-
retary of the Manufacturers' and S'hip- Conservation is Vision.
pers• itssociation Under the auspices of the Kentucky
He ascribes the difference in favor Medical assoeiation and the American
of the state plan to the difference in Medical association, Dr. J. A. Stuckey,
overhead expellees anti the accumuhej of Lexington, will deliver a lecture at
hong of reserve and profits to stock- I the court house on the "Conservation
holders, and declare,' the! 5o per cent of Vision." lir. Stuckey will make sp.'.
of the premiums paid indemnify corp., eta' references to the prevention of
paniee goes to these expenses. Optlialmia Neonatorurn and Tracoma,
His letter, in part, follows: which is known to be prevalent in this
-The law 'provides that the initial country, as well as the majority of the
rates shall not exceed $1:25 per 9100 counties of Kentucky. The lecture is
of pay roll insured. Section 15, Sub.I of great importance in view of the
Sec. 23. and Section 22 are apparently laws enacted. The present campaign
contradictory as to whether rates can on the "Conservation of Vision" is
-be raised in one year or in six months. merely the beginning of a fight that is
Our construction is that they may be expected to reach the proportions of
raised in six months. if nacessary. The one *aged in Germany for years,
act also provides that the board may where the percentage of blindness
on January 1 and July 1 of any_y_gar among children has been reduced to
Classify the industries subjeaLlo this
act, or to create additional classifica-
tions in accordance with their re-
spective degrees of hazard anti deter-
mine the risk of -different classes and
fix the rates of premiums for cash
cities, according to the risk of same,
sufficiently large to provide an ade-
quate fund for the compensation pro-
vided for in this act, and to create a
surplus sufficiently large to guarantee
a workman's compensation fund from
year to year.-and further employes en-
gaged 1ST- the-same
placed in the same class.
"Prom the tone of inquiries which
are being received, it seems that em-
ployers ale being advised, from some
sources, that the state fund will At-
tempt to do business on rateaetoo
low for solvency, and also that em-
ployers engaged in the same line of
business will all be charged the same
rate, regardless of how their actual
hazards may vary op account of dif-
ferent methods of ,operation or provis-
ions for accideot Prevention Both of
these are wholly untrue."
Interesting Books.
Two 'interesting volumes, on which
months of preparation have been
spent, have just been issued by the
Department of Education. One is the
history of education in Kentucky, com-
piled by administrations, showing both
the development of the system and the
ideas which actuated the succeeding
state superintendents. together with.
their biographies. The work was done
mostly by T. J. Coates, state super-
visor, and the cross-Indexing makes it
a most valuable reference book. The
other in the Kentucky Arbor 'Day and
Bird Book, compiled by Mrs. alctor
Gilbert, wife of the assistant state su-
perintendent it is beautifully bound
and illustrated, containing a catalogue
or, native. Dims . t- u trees, songs
programsand bIts of carefully select.
ed poems, valuable not only to teach-
ers, but interesting and tsntertaining to
ehtltirtstr
went. Olalef Justice Hobson %%rote tilt
apropos of Arbor day, suggestions for
Hear Grain Rate Case. 
opluloo.- Mond extract, strain and color with
Evidence intended to secure a re- leaf green: add the macaroons broken
ductani of Louisville & Nashville grain Paroled Men Pardoned. 111 small pieces, add nuts chopped flne
rates between Eminence and Louis.. liollIe• Strutton, nee conderaned to and freeze
ville was presented to the Kentucky on the gallows, is a free man. and
railroad commission. at Louisville. by his brother, Leroy, sentenced to life
Eminence Milling Co, The-commie. imprisonment, alsti is free, pardons
,ion will hear complaints of E. II. Tay. having beee granted by Gov Were:try
lo -•& Sons Distilling Co and the Ken. upon information that since Their pa-
tuck) Disthaeries & U'arehoutte Co ride several years ago the) have been
against the panes road. Evidence ad-, industrioue, law-abiding residents of
dutsed by the ruffling company showed Missouri. In a fight in bewrenceburg,
that the rate on wheat from Louisville September 27, 1900, they stabbed J N
to Eminenee is 9 cents, while corn, Searcy, to death. -Hollis was sentenced
rye and Walt go for 6 eents It ate° to he •extenited and the sentence was
showed that the rate of wheat from I affirmed on append Leroy was sen•
Eminence to .1.ouliville eas onl) teneed to, life imprisonment and are
cents. The three concerns are eiseit• I nenlogl• hut _willitlres his APPcal Ilol-
ing reparation of epProx1mately lie'. sentenee was t'OttIMIlieti to lire
opo, of whieh amount $52.1100 is Fought Iniprhomment by tier. Beckham Both
bY the Kentucky Distilleries & Ware. were aftereard paroled and moved to
house ('o Missouri.
AS TO MAKING CAKcS
EXPERT ADVICE FROM DEPART.
MENT OF AGRICULTURE.
Cases Where Rendered Deef or Veal
Fat may Be Substituted for But
ter-Introducing Variety Into
th• Cenfections.
There are, generally speaking, only
two kinds of cake made b) the Ameri-
can housewife; namely, sponge cakes
and butter cakes The former never
have butter in them and are frequent-
ly raised entirely by oneans of eggs.
The eggs usually provide the only
moisture used, but when eggs are ex-
pensive, economy sometimes demands
that water be added and baking pow-
der used. In the latter kind, butter
is generally used on account of its
flavor. Its effect on dough is to make
It tender and brittle instead of tough
and elastic.
from butter cakes and ould be
Sponge cakes are mixecLAfferently
baked in a cooler oven aeid about
one and one-fourth times as long
The testa and rules for baking are
the same for sponge cakes and butter
sakes
Gingerbread and other highly spiced
cakes may be (quieted as "but
ter cakes," but for economy's
pure rendered beef or veal taje may
be substituted for butter as flit flavor
of the. fat will not be so evident as in
other kinds of cake. /
A cooky also comers under the
class of -butter c es." any butter'
cake recipe Dein pplicable to cookies
if only one- rd to one-half the
amount of called for is used.
The dough' should be rolled out tin a
floured board. Cookies should bake
in a slow oven for 8 to 10 minutes.
Much variety can be made in cakes
by introducing fruits, nuts, spices or
different flavoring extracts into the
dough, or by using only the whites of
eggs for white cakes, or a larger num-
ber of yolks than whites for yellow
cakes. Brown sugar may be used for
dark fruit cake.
Pastry flour will make lighter and.
more tender cake than standard flour.
If standard flour le used take two
tablespoonfuls less for each cupful
measured. In making cake only fine
-granulated or powdered sugar shoild
be used as a rule One the best of
these materials in any case should
be employed
In preparing the pans for cake they
should be greased well with butter or -
ient or lined with paraffin paper.
Bright, new pans will not need to be
buttered for sponge cakes and if left
nnbuttered a more delicate crust la
formed.
If a wood or coal fire is used there
should be a small or moderate-sized
fire, but one that will last without
much addition through the baking.
Regulate lhe oven long enough be-
fore the cake is to go In to have the
dampers adjusted as they are to re-
main throughout the baking. If this
is not done the dampers must be
changed to regulate the heat during
the baking, and the cake will not be
814) well baked. Most cakes can be at
once removed from the pan when
baked, hut very rich cakes and dark
fruit cake will be liable to break Un-
less allowed to stand about five min-
lass.
Nutmeat Bisque.
One pint scalded milk, one and a
quarter cupfuls sugar, ant" egg, one
scant tablespoonful flour, one-quarter
teaspoonful salt, one quart thin cream,
one tablesretowful vanilla, one tea-
spoonful almond extract, one-half cup-
ful of macaroons. almonds and pea-
nuts. Mix the sugar. flour and salt,
add the egg (slightly beatenl and the
scalded milk. Cook in a double boiler
20 minutes. tottering constantly at first:
total, add the cream, vanilla and al-
Umpire Is Named.
Upon this refusal of W It Smith to
serve as arbitrator of the differences'
between the Kentucky Traetion and
Terminal Co. anti its employes at Lees
ington, Gov McCreary, who had been
neked by both aides to appoint thte
erhltretor. named Chariot C. Ilaghy, Of
Denville ;
Lower Court Ravened. •
In, an opinion by Chief Justice Hob-
son the court of appeals reversed the
Jeffireon circuit court In the case Of
the Weetern Union against C. Call-
miner A Sono, who retuitered
dimity,* beestile a telegram to I per-
son In Alabama (meted .the pries' of
iteskete f n b care-at Pt Louis th
d of 
and the party did not -make an otter
to buy. The..eourt held that the, tole- 1
seem cont-n$44 "het offer. direr-lion or
nthreirmesit.lon.to do or Not to AO a certain
Requisition Issued.
Gov Maerreary tweet a regulsitiou
on the governor of Ne* York for the
extradition of C J Cochrane. alias
Daniel Black, indicted in Jefferson
matinty on a charge of obteinIng money
be feistY pretenses through a had




Jefferson county has med.' a dennito
request for 'tete aid in the construe
lion of state highway. connecting
Louisville with four surrounding coun-




C T roll, voinnviesi-ner of reads, has
11reerlteti a communiealloe station" that
--the JeRassisa-lhaseat-ellesetlinntinits*-
manently imprrveing the Tavlenivtlle
%nil Shelbyville pikes anti the Preston
qtr. et anti Eighteenth street roadie and
Ishing for 3 per cent of the 1915 road
fund provided by 6 per rent road levy.
•
Dresden Oysters.
Chop two doztel large oyster.: with •
tablesp000ful of melted butter, an un-
beaten egg. one-third the hulk of bread
Crumbs, a tableepoonfulsof pareley and
a little onion Inter if liked Su-aeon
with salt and Paprika: forin into balls.
and hake ten or fifteen minutes in a
hot oven, lint!l the outside is 'well
browned Serve on half oyster &tile
with a parsley garnish
First Love Kisses.
Beat together the %hetet of two
eggs Add to tht ea a toarliittill of
sugar and stir until it is so thick it
will not slip from the spoon. Stir in
throe tablespoonfulii-of grated cocoa.
nut. Drop teaspoonfuls of the mix-
ture on buttered paper and bake in a
hot oven until light brown
For Thee, Who Wear Glasses.
To prevent steam from settling on
Zonr .eyegi  when numb of doors in
cold 'Weather. rub both sidos of the
lenses with soap, afterward rubbing
the soap Qff with a soft cloth mid poi.
siting with tissue paper
' -To Curl Ostrich Feathers.
To curl au optrIth feather that has
tiecotne damaged with rain, sprinkle
it thickly wItii.common salt and shake
it beforF a bright fire until it In dry.
This 11111 bring lb.. curl back into it
-again , -_  _
To Prevint Glass Prern Cracking.
When pouring hot drinks into a this
alas.; it a silver spoon Is plataild. is





The cook is happy, the
other members of the family
are happy--appetites sharpen, things
brighten up generally. And Calumet
Baking Powder is responsible for it alL
For Calumet never fails. Its
wonderful leavening qualities Insure
perfectly shortened, faultlessly raised
bakings.
Cannot be compared with
other baking powders, which premise
without performing.
Even a beginner in cooking
gets delightful results with this never-
failing Calumet Baking Powder. Your
grocer knows. Ask him.
RECEIVED Malign IMAM=
Weide. Pure F0041 Eibelaillb.
Pads L.,--'-. Fors% alaseb.
Ewe aomemiol-urre abilwar-aieu• meek& C.miass is Ls swiss is am millitA
Tee 18E4 ewe seem who ma Me ee *me hadurgowder. %EN le sky. aw
So Disappointing.
Reginald loved his wife tenderly and
devotedly, but he had to aelhowledge
in the inmost re-remises of his heart
that the hand that wielded the powder
puff lost its art in the pudding dish.
r
"What pudding would you like to-
night, love she cooed at breakfast
time.
"Oh, anything!" he whispered des-
perately.
"Anything" she reiterated, in a
pained tone.
"Well, you know, old girl: anything
light-only don't tire yourself out."
"You shall have your favorite-cus-
tard, dear." she promised
Toward seven o'clock Reginald re-
turned, but the sound of weeping and
gnashing of teeth greeted his trained
ear.
"Whatever is it, my dear girl!" he
Implored, as he rushed into the kitch-
en.
"0-o-osoh she sniveled on
waistcoat. ' I've been making
custards all the afternoon, and--
"And what, pet!"




Difference In War Declarations.
There was a great difference in the
manner of commencing a war cen-
turies ago to what there is mov. Now
the blow is frequently struck before
the word, and there is no obligation to
Issue a formal declaration at all, the
act of war constituting the deciaro-
hon. But in medieval times no war
ever began without a 'formal declara•
Bon by a herald, who, in a most lei-
surely manner, breathed defiance on
the part of his royal inaster. ex-
changed innunierable bows with his
enemies, and departed In as dignified
a manner as he came
The Pioneer Mother.
The school children of California
are saving up their pennies to pay
for the monument to the pioneer
mother which is to be executed by
Charles Gradfle) for the Panama Pa
chic exposition. The woman's board
of the exponition suggested that such
a statue be erected and the children
 were the first to respond, sending In
an avalanche of pennies. The con-
tral figure is that of the pioneer
mother dressed in a homespun gown




What blessed miler! 'The moment
resinol ointment touches Itchlne akin,
the Itching etope and boating begins.
That is why doctors have prescribed it
successfully for nieeteen years interest
the ieveroet, etubborriest oases of en
*emit. letter, ringworm, rashes and
other tormenting, unsightly •ktn-erup.
lions. With the help of warm baths
with realuol soap, resinol ointment iv-
stores the • kin or only) to perfect
health Mid comfort, quickly, malty sad
at little cost. At all drugglate -Ate.
The Plant Way.
"Hoe did he overeome that labor
trouble in hie, plane?"
"Hy his molts% meueratatnest
'About they tUitr ifilfeTnarfit
hi the dttferystiee Mists. mutilate-Or
aonel °Melva
The hardest work time .respas is in
to neUra Oa "MOT waist
worittair for it.
Three Ages.
The new Berlin botanical gardens,
says Lustig. Shatter, was wonderfully
beautiful, but to small eldletres Misr
are a forbidden paradise. Boys and
girls under ten are not permitted to
enter.
Herr and Frau Muller found this
out to their disappointment whe• they
planned to take their little Paul on a
Sunday trip to view the beaatitui gar
dens, nevertheless, they gave their
young hopeful a few tnstrectiess, and
started out.
"How old are your he inquired
Paul answered, "Six for the electrics.
really eight. for the botanical gar
dens, ten'
Rainy Days.
"Are you saving up sometklas for
a rainy day?"
-No." replied Farmer Corateseel
"What were troubled with out this
way is an annual drought. If we had
more rainy dim everybody would
have money."-Washington Star.
Some people don't believe le putting
off till tomorrow the trouble they caa
make today
A Home-Made Poison
Cris arid. set neers In the days of • simple.Riders'. ow -of -door ILI... is • loudenpsieoavatod Inside it.. enema body by aIOoaLer 4.;-44•11ne. overwork merry &oCUrge! Milbp irises la, II 1.1 AbLA. the liseadcOat of weak iudeors When the elezelyNed In eluding oat the alone %Sedanger of 'tarsi, dr”pey or BrIght.'• =-Man Wis., PIII4 stroaetleen weak einers.swirls...114e 14 roduord. exams% eateLed, sadhose tor os.roiso and sleepwoo sets wont qutocy Duanenaridarybas, a world- aide reputation 55 a regain.Wilsey Wale.
A Tennessee Case
./trer) Peewee
T el handers. See IALO Ni•Pre•
...A • Pt Ttiird St. 
éA
N mrs
"Wray faze age I
emb
Vik, Distal 5.54 5s5'.
that laid me lip ter
bad tie nee owe-
kk
i 
steep eed it I tateirest
tik over throe
leek est ;es=
ad _Lame I cordetert
OA 0. qui. Sty, sharp pains
darted through rep
bark and theaeya I
(veld hardly tars
ever In Del mid It
woo tio I could de to
artew frem S eget,
li•ortore het MO but tolled to ...fort •
perm• 'tont cure. I had to get =4,
rtt night to pees the kidney 
e 
boa I road about lama's Klass, Pada
I got aim, and six limpid rid Ino of Sid
557 eoruplaInt "
Get Demo% M Amp gbies. Me • les
D 0 AN S api XL?
Ireatie-mAsUati aurv.u.o. N. T.
Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times in tan when the User is
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Don't get scared, Mr. Dark
Tobacco Grower. The crop is at
least 59 per cent, short, and all
the nations now at war chew and
smoke as much, if not more,
while fighting as they do in tires
of peace. The situation isn't at
all similar to that with respect
to the cotton yield, which is 4,-
000,000 bales more than the
world needs, and there would
have been an over supply even
if Europe hadn't gone to war.
The Eoropean factories are clos-
ed down because of the war, and
the manufacture of cotton goods
have practically ceased, but
there's as much chewing and
smoking as ever over there.
Don't get panicky, aud thereby
give the foreign buyers an ex-
cuse for writing their govern-
ments to hold up in their buying
and thus push the price down
until they are willing to take it.
-Elkton Times.
A TEXAS WONDER.
kidneys and --bla-dcl-'r T costs in the matter of Malting to change, it is.tt ue. but for the
and women. Regulates bladder proof of claim against iiaid Bank. i better. Has he been so wholly
doubles in children. If not sold
by your draggiat. will be sent by 
In order that the affiairs may be happy, with the Women of theclosed up as: , past, that lie need fear so much
mail on receipt of $1.0e. One it is necessarov that you give; sonie new experience? He has
email bottle is two months' treat- this matter your immediate at.; had Martha at home and Manda-
ment, and Seldom fails to perfect tention.-J. D. Rowlett, Special llebe outside, and grew tired of
a cure. Send for Kentucky Banking Commissioner. I or.e and sick of the other. Now
testimonials. Dr. Ei W. Hall
2926 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.
Sold by druggists.
The Christian Thought,
price offers the same amount of
reading, and none can offer bet-ter quality. Less than four centsa week provides this best of
Christmas gifts--$2.00 a year.
If you subscribe now, all, the re-
maining issues of the year will
be sent free, and the Compan-ion Home Calendar. A copy ofthe Calendar is a'so sent to thosewho make a gift subscription.iSend for sample copies, and the
Forecast for 1915. -The Youth's{
Companion, 144 Berkley Street,.Boston. Mass.
! New subscriptions received atthis office.
Notice.
In the matter of liquidation of
the Citizens Bank of Murray.Kentucky.
All persons having accountswith, or claims against saidBank, whether it is an open ac-count or certificate of deposit.
will please call at the office ofsaid Bank with pasa book-orcer- turning ftrninist, are after alltificate of deposit, and prove the same ones. They are the
The Texas Wonder cures kid-
claim as soon as possible, as all s: me Mary ard Martha. the
ney and bladder troubles. ells-
claims must be proven on or be ;same Dorcas and Deborah, the
solves gravel, cures diabetis, fore February ath. 1915. I have 'siime Jael and Judith -the same







provided blank affidavits to prove Magdalene.ms therebit, saving
Notice. come Mary, who cares for the
{better things.
eminiton Mears better wia
manhood-that's the long .and
In the matter of liquidation Iof the Bank of Hazel. at Haze'. '
All persons havinir -accountswitb, or claims apolinst said 'Bank, or Check accounts; or cer-titicate of deposit, Will call atO.the otliee of Coleman; & Wells,and prove claim ail satin as pas- :.sible, as all clahbs must be :proved on or.- before February!Sth, 191o. In open or checking,.
ion. It offers its service, its afore mete I :e.o!!, in lie-accounts all persois are requir-1 t'' "f Ike "1"1" t:'''''  r
-- IA as helps.
gestiveness week after week: 
ed to bring pass book. that *awe 
iiiatsafova put t.ig..fit/.rr i until - ••• Fatal to Sheep and Hogs.
. •
clean _entertainment. its fine sug-
and the end oe the year, wh:ch i„stisawte l. gre:,;.a"-171t1.7.41. I" ' .. . 
,
may be balanced- to ati:'-ee-• with: 
_,.. Robert Graham.
oir books. Those holding cer- 
tinet,-r, pronotoiro,- •itaa 1::;:ydil..::It r._. , . During the late fall months it
• Inads many a gift in the attic, 
is not uncommon for tit.? Expert.
this eovef't d and forgotten. 
, tificate of deposit 'will preserit and -Pre'cribcf I•tcal .1-s-tio sfl• -, 1 . Isame in order that proof may be bY "Y ment Station to receive reports
brings The C.mpanion again, '
made. I have provided blank 
1.7.,10, t,reatiestit, ;am...uncial it is_ ! from different sections of the
with all the charm of last Christ 
prosen cat- State requesting information
mastide. _ , , affidavits for making such proofs, :'","'""' ,..__-.'sesh."'-'s l''''arm to ire a constiintional diseak. and assistance in combating
No American monthly at any ' in order that said proofs may be anti therefor.; rept i r 'A i'..11yltitIllii111111; sudden losses in sheep and hogs.
 made without any costs to claim-1 treatment. Hall's t'antrrh Cur.. ,
. - 
manuriwttirt,d 1„. F. J. 4 tiipm.,.. ,1/4. I On visiting these -farms it has
ants Rainey T W 'Is S • I
Ifs the New Way, and You'll Forget
You Ever Had Corns.
"2 drops put on in 2 sir. ondik cornahri% els. tones r Irian oft** Thatthe ntarxelotis xtoi) uf
asiw-plan eorn cure Nothing. eel% beilliopl.r tot the tut e ut curn*--oad 11
Ss Corns toBepIle Pain. it
You
"GETS4T."
never tails. That', xxhv millions ofpeople ore uxing "AllTS-IT" todayand themetnre LiNSY tittle fussy pias-ters, sticky tape. toe-elating salve..and "wrapping outfit." that tnak•bundle around the tor and choke itinto pain by pressing either on oraround the corn. There i• nothingto atlek to your stoeking. botbiag 1,0en11.0 inflammation or mune... nothingto prl.rol on oeneosiii,i it,,' corn. You tt proly
It Pit No wore 1.111% posor...issors or glee. • ith their blood-puleson dangers. Try 'XiETti-IT" tot' thrillcorn. elitism. *art of bunion."Gb:TS-IT" I. sold by drmesiatieverywtsere. a bottle. or sent di-rect by Lawrence & Cu.. Chicago.
'Gets It- is sold InMurray by II. I'.
Wear.
ty conscience a race conscience,
that is, nohindiv idual-need not
so alarm him:





Office Over Postoffice in Cit-
i:ens Bank Building.
Both 'Phones 26
1'11111V0t1011. II. VI I - ti.1/111 11..114. gt)1•11 issc:).<2,0,,c>o<D0,cDs.c>eir:30large tobacco barn. other Itutbuild• 
Inge: I acre good rc M. 2 gm...! • _ _
itt: '.1,74: ititori..itIlitt4..f (,:tl.fr' , 4 letai i‘ntitii,g,tn, tiiaili! .i lif"C>OC>."C-73- 4<----N-11KDIPC>O<>0
0
good :ewes. 1 I sell on tern!, 1: . 0. H. Cl opt on, to rne properly pro,-en on or be- 131'v" "Ifflif tu '14,16 at at l'argain• . )
PHYSICIAN-
' fore• Saturday. Dec. 26th, 1914 I% i it - or s .% ..:; i-i!•d!. wk. NI urray____
t
r-
Iness organizations of the State w
afternoon the Hopkinsvil I e 
KEEPS YOUR HOMEtake the matter up at once. This
Business Men's Association:, 4 RESI4 ahALEAN,_.
Board of Trade and Hopkinsville r
adopted resolutions asking the :7
support of the Administration. `11 -All foreign buyers have assured
the tobacco men that they will
make large purchases if the ban
on shipments is raised.
tlermany and Austria take an-
nually about 30,000,000 pounds
of dark tobacco, and the total
foreign sale is about 75,000,000
pounds.
Public Sale.
I will offer for sale and sell to
the, highest bidder, begin', it gat
10:00 o'clock a. m., Friday, No-
vember 6, the following proper-
ty of the late J. Richardson,
at the home plec.3 near the fair
grounds.
One lot of, household and
kitchen farnitare, Tarming im
plements, wagon, mower, bug-







-rif IS' Swiftly-Sweeping, raiy-RunniSe DUNTLEN' Sweeper.
t !cant without raising duo, and ail the same time picks up.
pins, lint, rat clings, etc., in ONE OPERA F1ON. Its ease
makes ss% repine a simple task quickly finished. It reaches
even the most difficult places, and elimin.ates the necessity)
of mot ing and lifting all heat y furniture.
The Great Labor Saver of Ow ifome-E.ery home, large or'I nu' I, ran envoy ri+1-1 I rims Bruton drudgery and protection frontthe danger id tI) mg dust.
Duntley Ls the Pioneer of Pneumatic Sweepers--•I las the combination cif the rheumatic Suction Norsk andresult lirmh. Very easily operated and absolutely guar -mitred In buying a Varuem Clerner, eihy not giveSite "Duntley".i trial in our home at our expense'
Write today foe parriessiar•
AGFNTS WANTED
DUNTLEY PNEUMATIC SWEEPER CO,.
6501 SO. STATE ST, CHICAGO, ILL..
two mares, some nice Jersey
heifers, two nii!k cows and some
other cattle: several head of
hogs: some corn and hay. Terme
made known on firof sale.
' C. B. Richardson, Admr.
AdaiiiiiStrut Notire.
FOR SALE. Fano of 47 acres:.•
miles norilisest NI oria% 40 in
Ali persons indebted to the
late J. F. Richaidson are hereby
notified to come forward at once
and settle same, and all persons
holding claims against sail] es-tate are notified to present same
Lode tra head mal•••••••••,a .11 Fe accosted at 010
tate ctnli pet hr• ea.h ,n•••••. Isis t. the
I.. Cull Nom accompany al anima. No acimatihe-
meni-accrt te .1 I. • law th... 10 ante. Comm pan mania
ami mad cam, 1.,a, cortir, "So sirsiaboil !WM time raw
Alba mak to any one
or be i'Llre4er ifarred from cob N.% • i:• N'' l'tlecting same. This. Oct. 29th -1914. ! TA!. N, U P.- I lia%-i; a r',1%% ,C. B. Richardson. Adair. 10294. ifeisosied. I, veal!. ...d. ; tto. I •t•lt •
ceughing beetanse get:
the right remedy. Coughs sm."-
caused by Intlimmation' cif the
Throat and :Bronchial Tuber.
What 3 ou need is to soothe this
Intlatnniatlan. 'Take Dr. King's
New Dit.covery, it penttrates
TRY Tills FOR YOUR -COUGH il
Theueanda of people kee&-ry




ore ;zit vat r.
ti‘.f.gen it r 1.
k met eashos -o-cascoAseericraiseocs>oess..._aas
renders them very susceptible
to catargil JOT the respiratory
Ideas on Christmas giving are Kentucky.
e n-ak.D.,us lining. raises- tract, and friquently to pneumto
short of it. Better because it is the delicat • • • • •
rapidly-changing among the .en- 
•able. Those who think as they
give are loeking for a year- round
service as"the important thing.
In a week of_ohopping, with
all its strain, you -witl not find a
better gift than a year's sub-









lb..., bear Ore 1̀1:•‘1\ \ '' s '1.-'
per es'ter-‘m At at
famous tr..4•.• mak ', , t' '; ;. • . I
V '\ k---1847 \ i.-
ROE!6 BRCS. A\ li\ P 1
1101•411 stamps the. i ti-.e )k  L11
remne Regret river- e ,-,,,,\:: r
fS'.."ses IX.; Wile: "ttr.
Os ,-I•aa t•;;; n hr(Yhti.. 
1, .e  .!
il A
Oat"! ease. Fe zecr
1,1.101 l'...1.-mstri e•r,f
4itr't Aim c I - As ssliojets , i
l'ItY. V/Jfka1101214411111.1ii 
Inalsay Arainmem • •
• 5,116 r a • .0 oir,.4se
slam mg pahugma.
INIFINATIONAL SP Vat SO,SiocevaRtrielllerklrr ••1 tmount. (-CA s. •
• •
more human, more companiona-
ble, more responsible. It wears
a motherh,,ed heretofore un-
dreamed.of„ that shall rise and '1
apread and deepen to "over the
world With love aod eerssice:.
guarding, feeding, teaching all
children-. to the last and poore.-.:
Deputy Banking Commissioner.
stitutional curt' I'll the market. It i
is taken internally in dt134•91 from lit
d rops to a teaspoonful. It acts di-
rectly on the bTood and antler,. cur_
faces of the s?.-stent. They offer
hundred dollars for any case it fads
to cure. Send for ciryillars and tee-
t
F. J. l'HENrY . Toledo. 5).
Soli! by all druggist. The. -
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-stipation.
Shedding New Light os
The following is quoted from
Charlotte Perkins Gilman's arti-.
:de, entitled "The Safe Side of
Feminism." Quoted from pic-
torial Review. November. 1914.
What would be made clear to
a cautious world, a world not
yet 'feminist," but willing to be May be Taken Off Contraband List.convinced, is that the -vagaries
• "ri
and extreme and excresences of Hopkiesville, Ky., Nov. a.--a great movement are _not its As a result of a conference 'heldtsue measure. The ban safeoStoday at Marion between Unittbeautiful . side of Feiffinism isl States Senator 011ie M. Jamesthat advance which shows usi and R. E. Cooper. president ofwoman, so-long kept in injuri- the Hopkinsville Board of.Trade,oua o!)jection, now s0-11:-rgling' the tobacco crop, valued at mil- .
the Phleisrn and tosk.kly relieves
the congesf ed rrembran(s. Gtt
a 54lc. bottle frchi our du gist.
"Dr. King's New Discovery
quickly and completely stopped
my coogh- writes J R. Watts,
Floydale, Texas. Money back if
nct satisfied, but it nearly al- Prevention. -- Keep animals T. B. Hou- $•,. •out of rye and barley fields for :
several- days' after they have 1' Physician and Osteopath . been severely frosted or fres-en.
-ferviarti into the daylight, into.
freedom, into Equality, into, full'
companionship with man. He
need not be afraid! Even aged-




Sizes and altapes to fit any face and adapted to any heard.





Dies at Ilse Age of 103.
Bowling Green, Ky., Nov. 3
Patrick Gibbons, 103 years old,
the oldest man in Butler county,
died last night _near Reedyville
Co.. ti, ratty eon. I been found that these fatalities.
in some instances could be trac-
ed to frozen rye and barley. In
order to avoid further lessons cf
this nature this year all swine
and sheep owners should take
special precautions to keep these
animals off of rye and barley
fields immediately after a severe
frost or freeze. Frozen rye and
barley sometimes prove deleteri-
ous and animals should be allow-
ed only a very limited amount
of this. feed whik it is in a .fro-
zen condition. ' Severe frcets
frequently check the growth of
these two winter forage. plants
and leave them in a wilted con-
dition. In this stage they un-
dergo fermentation and may
pean war. which threatened to
snake Western Kentuck y s
"money crop" a • drug on the
market. The plan is to have-
the State-Department arrange
with England to mmove the
contraband on tobth' and al-
low its shipment in nentral ves-
sels to foreign countries,. as is
permitted with cotton.
Senator James is enthusiastic
over the proposition and left -to
day for 'Washington, where he
will submit the plan to Vivra--dent Wilson and Secrotarsy BrY-
T.01'31101r4-iithigasosSonato
oausgesteti that the [nisi-
osailibissata,,sinsers • • •
A
nia. Young animals do not
seem to. resist the deleterious e:-
• •for saveral tia3s. which exhausts
the strength of the animals and
DR, R. U. McRER
c Office in Farmers &
Merchants Lae', bldg
prose injurious to animals.-Thelions-of dollars. may be sold as
in orst_M areusual notwithstanding the Eurtet" .ca e annot as of en reported. This no
doubt being due to the fact -that
they arc. more resistant anti are
AO frequently oastured on Ile
forage. The lotiees are amides.
depending on climatio vondi-
tions, and simulate acute:poison-
ing. The trouble generally', ap-
pears subsequent to a severe
freeze, following rains Or', heavy
dews and is" not continuous
throughout the winter season.
Animals sometimes suffer from
acute indigestian and die -in a
few hours: showing symptcars'of mentKitia; thereeric
sym7oLjeveri-
fects of frozen feed as well as MURRAY, - KENTUCkYolder animals.' Milk cows are sesosseteszo
quite reaiatantoaandif not over-
fed recover immediately when •,_-_:a•ssos•cosi•c-o.,the cause is removed. • IP 
4rs
of Bright 's disease. 1 ntil a few
months ago.-iviien die ,diaease
began to make its fatal .broads.i
Mr. Gibbons enjoyed remarkable
health, and he would often ride!
to Bowling Green horseback.
He was a farmer and apple grow-
er. Besides his wife he leaves
two son?, John H. and Owen
Gibbons, and a daughter, Mrs
Ella Runner: _.-Heovas a soldier • wait •
McD.Inief 1-110,t1.47-
,








G. ichnsoa, M. D. : erin three wars, the Seminole.Mexican anti Civil. It is believ- • Medical andSurgical •ed he was the oldest pensivner treatment IA:eases of ••enrolled at Washington. •
For regular action of the bow-
els:.ensy natural Tovements, re-ties of constipation, try DoaCe
Reglets. Inc at all stores.
•
•
:tve.'Ear, Nose and Throat :•








• ti.. tc ; ..• st! • ,i1 LW: 111 1.11.41.1 1, vv.
EVERYBODY'S $1.50 I 
BOTH
DELINEATOR 1.50
Total 3.00 TO -ONE PERSON
and a libevAl conotissiontti .t •11 ;it _ Salaries' run up Solt:b.:0 On permonth, oftspeielli ic on the bundler t;f orders.••• e • i ' . •Iotte In your spare time.I ,yofu• privotiit .11S1-\
i%111I'vetl4L:lultn's ittelitiLl"frasseeri"it-1t-••,' -
aata.,




























4 Mrs. W. E. 1(ter, of Memphii
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simply ask for a kidney remedy
—get Doan's Kidney Pills—the
same that Mrs. Pool had.
—Foster. Milburn Co., Props.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Mr. Everetts Clark, of near
Kirksey and Miss Minnie Jack-
son, of near town, were quietly
married last Sunday at the home
of the bride. Mr. Clark is ohe
of the county's best young farm-
ers, being a man o: great busi-
ness ability, a strong character
and plenty of energy, while the
bride is the beautiful and accom-
plished daughter of Mr. andnated from the kitchen flue.before buying. Over the new 
Mrs. Jim Jackson. of near town.10c Store Everything new.
- 'Part of the contents were saved.
—Hardin Enterprise.Mr. Chambers had a splendidWe have an attractive prneo- 
Neuralgia of the face, should-and the loss is 'elite heavysition to off !r al reliable, hustling! •'to him. He carried about _v,sker hands, or feet requires a pow-yosoe ma', tJ represent our 
'iirfiaria.emedy t wil penetrate7000 inturance.laundry at' 111-iriey. Mdress 
. to flesh. B aLThe Ilymon and New ConcordPaducah Lau idry, Pailwah, Ky.
1153' base ball teams played a game at I LINIMENT poss
Cencord last Tuesday during the I er. Rubbed in whImpure blool runs you down— iis felt is all that iselection and Concord walloped.
Hymen to the tune of '3Ao LI
makes yot an easy- icam for aelieVO-etaiffer ingdisease. laer pore blood anden - • . - b /nal -eOnnittOr15.ysound digestion—Burdock Blood ' and isa per bottle. Sold by Dale Fork Baptist church. She was
quite a large crowd and wasBitters. At all drag stores. Price' & Stubblefield. a patient sufferer for about eight
warmly-contested from the first$1.1 0.
. ' iening. Wilson Farley, son of Giry months and said she was willingFor Sale. - House and lot 'n Farley, southeast of the 'city, to go home and often eaid thatAn enjoyable Hallowe'en par-Hazel, in Tennessee, 3 ecoms • and Miss Eva Lawson, daughter her way was clear. And whilety was given by the faculty of .and hal,. erre of pound. will : the Murray school lass- Saturday:of Billie Lawson and wife, east: we are in a world of sorrow,sell for $850 cash or $900 on night at the school building to of the city, were united in mar-, mourning her-loss, ahe ie yon-time—See or write Mrs. M. J. , tee pupils. About one hundred I 
liege' last Sunday at Cherry, 'der in that happy place of rest.Brandon, Brendan, Ky. 102;4 i and fifty attended and both ar- I Rev. Mac. Pool officiating. TheselShe has joined the host of re-
A. very splendid and popular young ; deemed ones and only awaits the
L. Wilson, of Mayfield, Ky., :tistic and comical costumes were ,
people have many friends coming of loved ones to that Ce-
wiil 'reach for the church of worn by those attending. A de-
throughout the county and the lestial land. She leaves a hus-Christ in. their naeetiog Lame on 1-1-ig-htfui evening was spent. - i Ledger extends to them its hap- bled, mother, two children, sis-
Water street next Lord's Day at , The annual conference of the.11:00 a. m.. and 6:15 p. m. By- Menai:this district, M. E. church, 
, p.iest congratulations and wishes ters and brothers and a host of
: for a long. and successful mar- , relatives to mourn her loss.-- -
erybody Invited.. I South, convened Wednesday af •' ried life., Your less is her gain and youse this week and will be in session;7-1/1ro,.  - I have several 
M. E. Gilbert, a young law- should not weep. You have been- until Monday of nek't w ee k : 1 'months old Duroc pig, stand 
yer, formerly of the Almo corn- so kind to see that all her needs'Bishop Murrah is presiding. All'
Methodist preachers of the 
coun-, i y, but now a resident ofImun't and wants be filled, and all that
ard bred, both male and female I
together with a number of 
1Paducah. was in our city Satur- loving hands and medical skill
for sale. Came and see them
Whether you buy er note- N. M. ;ler 
day shaking hands with old could do was done but none coulddelegates are attending the ,Lassiter, Brute 5. 4 miles east ' friends. Elmer is a candidate restore her health. A few hoursof Mumay. 11a2e. • i meeting.
for Commonwealth's Attorney before her .death she said thatladies of the Baptist from this and McCracken coun- she could see her baby and that
S oe coughing! you rack the", The 
lungs and worry the belly. BAL. church entertained last Thurs-' ties, and reported that ,he re- it looked just like an angel. Theday at the home of Taz Sledd. !ceiyed much encouragement. beautiful smile which we could
LARD'S HOhEHOUND SYta-
VP chceks irritation, heals th see on her face was enough to
on Instituteestreet, with a quilt- from friends in and around ,ing. One a the most elaborate town. He is a true gentleman I show that ,she viewed the beau-lunge and reatores comfortable dinners ever spread in the city ef.good moral habits and a law-It'll home prepared for her.breathine. Prise 15^, a0c and -was serevd  and-about sixty per- yer of note. He is qualified for e' father, you need not walk$1.00 per bottle. Sold by Dale.&Stubblefield. through life alone; when your,sons were preseat. It was a the place and if elected wouldi most delightful event and every make a good official.—Hardin Lord is near; he bids you holdLand to rent sr sell or ex-, -.. 'one who attended enjoyed every Enter • his strong right hand; pole trychange, large ferns for small one:hour of the day. Prise. without His power to stand: youor town property. Also house I An Advertisement, Don't Read It., now He is your friend. Youhold and kitchen furniture for: Irregular 'bowel movements
know you cannot understand the• . ' d o ae live five lead to chronic constipation and This is a Dentist's advertise-way He takes. Nor only some
30. g • , i
• a constipated habit fills the sys-miles saga of Murray, Ky.— intent, not a price laist.nnIor a cut things needs be so. but then I'mWrite W. R. Hart, Murray, , price list. Thecere
Ky.. [ tern with impuritleae HERBINE
route 5. 10eoep. is a great bowel *ulster It I ting this in is to enlighten any-
m put- sure some day you'll see him. —
Flora Farl .— he system. .aitilizss theipurifies t .Regulate the bowels when th on  else who might be thinking _e_. 
fail tat move 'properly. HER- * Ilike a man who was talking to The First Kiss.
- i blood and puts the • stive or- •
.BINE is an admirable bowel reg- 
grans i_no fines ylidgObrous canditiOn. ' me the otha,r day. He said:Price e. o y Date & Stub-.ular. ' It heeps elle liver and; "Doc, i saw an advertisement "The greatest surprise in theaktield'stems:al tied restores a fir e feel- , in a Memphis
jell of strength eeaa. heeyeeey. e Mrs. Herbert Bailey and son, , who can glair:a --
Master Herbert [Math Bailey, thing which kPrice :oe. Seld by Dale & Stuba
bls field. ' !Jr., Of Murray, are the guests of feeling any pain
. Mrs. Bailey's father, .1. W. Parks" their teeth; why
of north Purvear street, this. an outfit and give
.7krzs.,?1 is you R ,1 ,,V•ll h. rt..Bailey •''''', -a• M • has suffered him I had an out
BLOOD RICH?
• and.Dallas Morris, of Vuncleave,• LOCAL and PERSONAL
'• were united in marriage recent-
 ly by Bro. Pool, of Murray. We
hope this young couple will haveCurd Churchill came in the 'a delightful sail on the sea ofpast week to spend some time: matrimony. - Benton Tribune-here the guest of relatives. I Democrat.W. W. Stubb'efield arrivedhome the first of the week fromTexas where he is engaged infarming.
Itching, bleeding, protrudingor blind piles have yielded toDoan's Ointment. ;etc at alldrug stores.
Ladies will find a rest room
prepared for theta, and you arewelcome at the new 5, 10 and25e Variety Store.
Mrs. W. E. King and daugh-ter, of Memphis, arrived in Mur-
ray the past week to be tteguests of her parents, W. 0.Wear and wife.
Miss Lorena Wells, of Atlanta.
Ga., daughter of the late Hous-
• Mies Viva Watkine, of Olive,
Mrs. Conn Linn, of Chickasha,
'Ok., and Mrs. T. E. Coleman,
of Paducah, have been in the
city the past several days the rae, Ky.,
guests of relatives and friende, from kidne
Mr. Linn is expected to arrive able to rem
in Murray at an early date to nitg, I w
spend son.e time with relatives. made
Don't fail to read Ryan & Sons headac es. Ma sight blurred
Co., "hog and hominy" adver-".riend I often bacatne dizzy. When
tisement in this issue of the Led- / btu'll'ed' I had sharp twingesger, eighth page. It is 'one of' in the small of My back. I used
Nat's "humdinger" ads and he , Doan's Kidney 'Pills and they
will serve genuine "hog and gave good results."
hominy" advertisements for one Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
whole week commeneing next
Monday. Read the prices he
I makes.
A. Downs and his charmington Wells, a former Murray resi- wife moved yesterday to theirdent, is in the city the guest of home in Briensburg. They arerelatives, tine people and in their going
'D. W. Dick- has sold his farm Hardin loses two of its most val-
just east of the railway to Thee ued citizens. Mr. Downs tells
Morris and has purcharad the us, however, that they are like-
Albertus McDaniel farm a few ly to move back in the near fu-
miles eaet of the city. ture. Hardin Enterprise.
Misses Una Broach and Ethel Noah Chambers, who lives
Farmer iAvite you to look near Harris Grove, lost his home' 
the past week by fire that origi-through their line of milinery
FACT
Local Evident'.
Evidence that can 4se verified.
tale is what we ant.
Opinion 1.3 riot e
OpInioh differ.'
Here's a urr fact.
You can t t t.
Mrs. S. J. 1, Pool St., Mur-
s: "I puttered
uble. I was on-
and in the mor-
ired i,it. This
us and caused
another ethical man and I can't
work as cheap as the little one
horse traveling Dentist who car
ties a hatfull of instruments CV•
er the country and does work
with antiquated instruments and
by the same metho 1 that our
grandfathers in Dentistry used
.fifty years ago. If you want
thoroughly modern up-to-date
work done with modern up-to-
the minute instruments, at as
reasonable a price as I cpii see a
living and a moderate profit in,
come to see me, But temember,
vou can't buy $5.4 shoes for
$2.50, unless tied, sta‘s are dam-
aged, the merchant crezy or a
bankrupt, or unless he loves you
awfully well and wants to make
you a present of $2 GO. I'm not
a bankrupt, (yet) I don't think
I'm crazy, don't love anybody
that well and have no damage
pale on, so you can't get a $2500
job of work from me for $10.00,






On October 31st the gentle
spirit of Mrs. Gertie Fannie, the
devoted wife of Mr. Mike Fin-
nie, of West Fork Baptist church
was wafted into the divine pres-
ence. The church has lost one
of its most consecrated members.
the community a beautiful ehris-
tian character. Sister Gertie
Finnie was born Dec. 31, 1887,
and was manried to Mr. Mike
AR 'S SNOW Finnie at the age of 21. To this
s that pow- union was born three children—
e the pain two girls and one boy, one baby
cessary to girl only recently being laid -to
d itore nor-t reat, She was converted when
Price aac, 50e young and united with the West
per of a dentist werld to a girl who is kissed for
the first time is that there it no
taste to it."—Exchange.
No taste to it! Well, by the'
hen-feathers on Cupid's dart,
but the editor of that paper
must be color-blind and deaf
and dumb in his palate. They
tell us, those who have tried it,
that it. tastes like the double-
distilled essence of honey spread
thick on a large fat slice of
Rheumatism
Muscle Colds
"It is easy to u4(. fillif"% t.) relx)nd. No work. JustIt p,•netrit.,
Read What Others Say s
I 4.11.141 ty uny II1 • P1010 of Itie%••111•111, sad
m1.111) • bar. • bottle es head Is
tar of a i•iad ot wow thrust
wish to say I Honk It ono tof
Ube brat liour•bold kkedi.• 1
would nait have uwid Is only it was
, na•ndrill to no, by • frond wf
MI.. II bio. Ilbb to say, I. sue of
tlia Irk booatoto for P•of
1 too" IV Fuller. lintres,
&Pray.
'Uso• ..kar
".1•0it • line in praise of aloan'i
I 1 lam bona III Dearly
1,KAI with tbaunuitlain,
too, boioi treated by dorturs wito
dal do ir bait. 1 bad Rut anti for
tloi u.rribla ,.,,in to rowel night..
Vi nay tail. siiit 1110 a SOUiLl b.ttal
of Ha. 11.1ronoot and
ration' gay* not raiiii•f ttunt I comic,
SIP6AN'S
sleep ---Jaapplt 014 Coro
Now Stripa, Mr/IC..4..01i, Po.
LINIMENTGood for Neuralgia, Sciatica, Sprains and Bruises.
All Dealers 25c.
Send four cents in stamps for • free TRIAL BOTTLE..





Jack Hall and Charlie Stewart
left the latter part of the past
week, but told no one where
they were going.
B. B. Wear, of the Hazel Drug
Co., is a patient at the Murray
„Surgical Hospital this week.
it' John D. McLeod, J. W. Den-
ham area R. A. Caldwell, trans-
acted business in Murray the
past Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. McKeel
and little daughter, Henrietta,
of Penny, were here Sunday the
guests of his brother, N. N. Mc-
Keel and wife and J. R. Miller
.and wife.
Will Bridges, wh3 has been in
Arkansas for some time return-
ed home,the past week and is









reason of the fact, that she has "Why, my good
resided in the capitol of Air sis- know it, why don'i
ter county of Calloway the past know it," he sai,a'Ceilek- •
— ___. ',. Pooh' Blood year. --Benton Tribune - Demo- cided to let folks o
is th indirect cause of much erat. this peper; and also to let them Pumpkin pie; that its 'taste re-
A. W. Watts, of Tampa, Fla.,know that I have a thoroughlysembles I sip of nectar. brewed,pet a -porous plaster nn the 
" . was in Hopkinsville Thursday,equipped, up to date Dental Of. by the 'gods and served in a
enroute to Earlingtore where he
a good cough syr- 
eee, as well tluiPed for mod. dew-covered honeysuckle blosyou Waiuld treat n a
hroaa properly. , ern work lias any office - in Padua-19°M.
e
Eighteen years ago Mr. Watts,
he will dig for a buried treature.
ALLARD'S cah or Memphis. ' • Way back in the dim and ha-
• who then lived in Texas, dream-aLIP.: ' Withi One wordenore though, if you aa Peat:long before wehad mitre  .of frithr a b .ed, _
business in Murray Wednesday.
he has cohfidently looked for-
ward to finding it, and has left
nothing undone that premised
to bring his dream to pass.
Recently he met J. N. Long, a
former resident of this city and
of Earlington, in Tampa, and
Mr. Loper told of having uncov-
ered a portion of a - box about
sixteen years ago while helping
to dig a grave at Earlington.
Mr. Long was assisted at that
time by J. W. Twyman, now of
this city. The box was not mo-
lested and the half dug grave
was filled up and another lot was
selected on which the grave was
dug. When Mr. Long told Mr.
Watts about this the leiter de-
cided to investigate it, and when
he stopped off here it was to
ask Mr. Tyumen about the oc-
currence. Mr. Twyman verified
Mr. Long's story and Mr. Watts
left, saying he was going to
Earlington to see what fate had
in store for him.—Hopkinsville
Kentuckian.
Robbery Reported.
Mrs. W. D. Sellars, of Mem- Howell Boggess, who lives'phis, was here Tuesday night . near Brandon's Mill, reported tothe guest of her sister, airs. M. the sheriff last Sunday that heA. St. John.
S Mrs. J. R. Miller is on
had been robbed of about $700
the in money. The Paris blood
hounds were ordered and sent to
Dr. E. B. Houston was called the Boggess place, but the Led.
to Kuttawa-Friday morning tog er understands that no endeav-
see Mrs. N. L. Chrisman who is or was made to trail the report-
ill. ed thief. Mr. Boggess stated
Mrs M. A. St. John left Fri- that he had the money hid in
day morning for Murray, where his stable loft and that it was
stolen from this place.she will be the guest of her
brother, Joe Farley and wife. Important.
winter s kness ailows chillsi
incites co Ns and sickness.
N TO, ne makes blood—
mit th'.1.:S of it • tint' the rwuristi-
trg food In Setif .• Emufstioe charers
suinnrr w h *inter richness
Id int resse the ry•I corpuscles.
















(let the dollar si
tiotzi4a0UND +, are a cut price bargain hunter,-Itch bottle there free  
-411COrrglit'S-41141ASTEIriti'41PrPtEhRe chsrGes: ' peie rsinagael'Henee44414 gp‘ara.:511V-ie jffwinteSQ. daon4aintde:: 141eSa°Tp‘Its:
Sold by Pale & Stabblefield. r,_for I wont. will not cut•
I.
1,...placed alt: oaur teeth a !vimwe bad a eiteeateepo fel—e beauty Sortrraftailfe had Ill, fortune
prize the prettiest girlaTo the I told an44he 9eer als°1°Id 'Tintworld told us with her own eosee lhe would find buried money. So
bud lip e that the first kiss felt impressed was he thaasinee then
like a flock 'of Paradise birds
fluttering out of each ear and
ended with a sensation like a
covey of winged angels pouring
molasses down her spine.
No taste to the first kiss!
Great guns! It. would make a
wooden Indian's hair curl up in-
to a fluttery marcel wave and
his toe-nails quiver in ecstatic
bliss. '
-Nta—taste to the first _kiss!
Why it tastes like the ambrosia
of cherry blossoms just at the
time when the whirr of the
humming birds' wings come to
one as a siren song.
No taste to the first kiss!
The man who invented that
phraee must be- an- ice-box.—
Providerece. Enterpriso.
Florida Mass Queer Drew.
treasure.
Bear in mind that Chamber-
lain's Tablets no; only move the
bowels but improee the appetite
and strergther. the digestion.
For sale by all dealers.
Mrs. E.N. Holland and child-
ren left this week for Colegate,
Oke where they wilt make their
future home.
BUYING NUTS
I want to buy Hicko-
ry Nuts, Pecans, and
Black Walnus, a1so.Sor-
him. There is a big
COI) of Nuts and Sor-
ghum this year. You'
can make money b y
working on this deal.
I will pay bightst market
price at time yea seer year
pods for sale. Write
R. W. 1WcIUNNEY








eTHIt MAN Htt..lt I I* • ' Itts Ittalt
TO Pow au." etc.
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tCoorriabt. IDLE by The BobbohlterriU Company)
SYNOPSIS
_
MANS Truitt. ericonritged by his nweiniIls....rt. l'nifi. Mario.. leaves Ite.liel, his
*alive mon. to seek Ids fortune. SimonTruitt 1.11** Mark Coo it long haa beiolit. driam to see • Moist plant ai Betheland asks his men to return 1411‘1 buildme if be ,.s ea get. rich Maui month... so
14. ##### aa thinly, head of the Quiliby !runworks. fur • Job and la went to the con-•ouction gang. Hits sucene• in that workwine him a plane as helper to It ttttt ati
a,diirileakt. urea -hearth furnicenitn. Ile..iiiivi a beeer.lerr Ili 11011.1111.0 home andaastat• Pieter. Humen'• a.m. In hi. studiesNalto, an a.lupiief daughter, Dimas herBeatitude in such • manner as to arouseMark'. Interest in tier. heavy work Inthe intense heat of the furnace causesMark to collapse end Keats cares forhim i...iter Roman also miecunitia soldatark gate his Joh Heiman resenty thisand toile M•rk in gm month.' boardingMace. VI.. )'ark elope. during whichMark hit. advanced to the toremoriship,
while hie. labor-saving devices lia1141 nuoleMini invaluable to ti.. company. It, thewiwentime koala haa merrie.1 one JimWhiting. Mark meets with an accident
which doom• him to be a cripple for life.
lie return.. to Bethel Intending to etaythere. Ile nods Volt y about 't., many an-other man and wins her back Unityurge, blm to return to his work in thecity. Mark ries* rapidly to wealth awlpower Iii the steel business but the mt,dal ambitions of his wife make their mar-ried life unhappy The big meel intermitsare secretly an•lou• to got hold of stockIn the troquola Iron company, •upooevilI. he efortblefla. Timothy Woodhouseseaska financial assistance from Mark an*the latter buy• Woodhouse's. !towline
sleek at • sm•11 figure Heidi foroesquinlly to let Mark have stock in the
Quinby company Mark finds [Moo mak-leg a aociallatic eoeenti on the stroet andtine boy Dhows that he is still bitterissalnal Mark Mark find** Kazis. whoI. divorced and is now a hospital nitric.....rine for Roman 'who- h. near deathMark Is advised by ELs physician to shititaking drugs and take a long rest. Fiegets els months' leas., of abeence. Oneday fie takes Koala out driving, soil theymost Mrs. Truitt A hitter quarrel ea-
FOrsed Mark demands a divorce. illeits himself from Mi. city during thece proceedings asei makes nit ee-rier to the sensationet charges broughtray Mrs. Truitt. On his return he istreated eoldly by maul- tursliar--Irk"1".
CHAPTER XX.
The Rod Glow.
Healey did uut know what an im-
petus' he had given with his "Pick out
the thing you want most and tight
until you get it."
Mark bad not sought out Karla.
More than he would admit to himself.
he had suffered during the weeks of in-
justice. Suffering had for the time
dulled the longing for her. And be-
hind that had been a proud reluctance
to offer a love tainted by the tougues
of scandal-mongers. But now the hun-
ger for a great love-born on an
autumn evening of his youth when he
had come upon a frail slip of a girl
raptly gazing into the twilight, too
much a part of him to be elided even
during the years of tierce blind strug-
gle and disappointment-made itself
felt again, downing pride. . .
He called up the Todd hospital, was
told that Mrs Whiting was not there,
but could be reached at a certain num-
ber. He called up that number
The response came in a low voice
that even the telephone could not rob
of its music for him. Ills heart leaped.
Kezia!"
There ass a pause, then the low
talce came again • "Who is their
"This is Mark Truitt."
Another watt, so long that be thought
the connection had been broken
"Yes?"
"Is there any piece I eduld meet
you--by accident!"
"Is there any ration for an acel-;
dente**
"If you think note-there is none. ,
. Are you still there"
"Yea. . You can corne here" She
"This evening?"'
gave aszetteress
"If you wish . . . Good-by "
He alighted fromes car that eve-
ning before a big but unpretentious
apartment bouee in one of the city's
quieter neighborhoodn. Three stories ;
above the street he came to a door on
ettle.h was her card lie knocked. 1
She open,ed the door For many
seconds they stood looking at each !
other, motionleas, speecbless. . . He I
broke the illevese, in a strange greet- 1
ing that epoke of siTself.
"How often 1 remember you ,.o-on
the threshold!"  
"i thought it was your step," The,
rieh color surged before.. the ;
Lion, lent meaning by his oeseetiole .
"Will you came LW"
The quiet little sitting room was a ,
caress lie thought he had never '
found, e,yen In the wilderness, so lest-
tut a place.
suppose," be said aloud. when I
they were seated, "It's part ,of the Wa-
tery of e.ersonality."
"What is?"
• This room It's the homiest I've
ever been isle
you like It. I've had it
for years. I !appose I oughtn'tto keep
It. beerier:. I don't get much good of
It except in vacation. Rut I like to
think °tette es a place to come back
-You're on your vacation now?"
"Yes I have a long one this year.
I take only Doctor Wolfs castes now,
and he Is abroad for the summer."
leeited ba(714 in the chair to.which
ehe had assigned hen and watched
her under cover of their incemaequen-
ttal chat. ,
.Whyelid EOU-ask me to come borer
. .lif.eause! I didn't witet you to
• thinle-" She paused Uncertainly -.
ovmsAyeilledrienklf may' beep









But I'd have ezpected you to say that."
Her eyes fell again to the sewing.
"Kazis," he asked directly, after a
moment. ' ham any tine ever connected
you %Rh tie scandal?'
Shp limited up quickly again. ' Why,
no How could they"-
"A myeterious woman iuiia beetemen•
tioned. I've been afraid that every
one I've had to do with might be
smirched with me. I didn't want you-
of all %omen: to be touched "
"Do you care so much ittiollt it all!"
"Iewouldn't admit It to an) one ripe.
!tut I do ear', Multi"
She was silent. but the dark eyes
were very gentle
Ile leaned forward and drew her to
him Ile kissed her again and again.
For a long winut• he held her so, in
silence. . . . Insidious moment, throw
Ing open the gate (het boo 111 light peer
into a golden realm such as e•ve,n this
Joseph had never ereatned'
You haven't said it." h.. broke the
silence
"That I love you? Do I need---"
"No." Ile kissed her again. "Only
I can't quite believe it yrt. It's worth
going through all the trials and dis-
appointments and tiglinese -to have
this hour."
Much later-it did not seem lung-
he asked: "Karla, whenwill you merry
me?"
She did not answer for a long while.
Then slut geutle punhed hint away and
spoke, slowly, as though all her -
strength were needed to force out
each word. _
• I can not marry you
-You can not-" He stared at her,
stunned
 --She shoolelFer Sad. nate.
"But why! You are free."
"I am free under the law Sat I
can not."
''You love me, and yet---"
' 1 can not."
"But why?" he persisted. -You must
have some reason." Then he aroused
himself" "'Though you may Just as
well forget it. Do you think," he cried,
"I've found a real enduring love only
to let it go?"
"I have reason. She broke
off, looking away. lie hands clasped
tightly in her lap, unclasped, then
went out in a little appealing gesture.
as her eyes came back to him. "It
isn't that I don't want to. I-I love
you. But-eh, can't you understazer
How could the love endure the little
trials and frictions, the nearness, the
commouplaceness of every-clay life to-
gether?"
"Ahl I wish you hadn't said that."
He was staggered for the moment; to
him her reason SUP UOt an empty one.
But he went on firmly: eTtiat wouldn't
be true with us. It's never true where
there is a real love to smooth the
way. And you and 1-we mustn't judge
by our past, because we've never
found the real love-until now."
"Yes. it is real. I think it is real."
Frotn her wistful viiicee he thought
he had shaken her, lie pressed her
hard. "Of course, It is. Thetis, don't
you see-"
:'No. If it Is reel. then I can't-4
daren't-- risk losing it. I haven't had
much, ever, except theelove--I mustn't
lusts it. And you dont know-I'm not
fine and • lever and cultured, like-like,
the. %einem you've liawn You'd see
the lacks.- Sho• was beeotelliet in-
coherent -"Oh, dun t try to persuade.
me You only snake ft hard. I've been
tiuitukiug or t.bia and of when yested
come-- eo lorig' Anee know." ,
But he did try is, persuade her And
longing lent him eloquence, as he plc
toted for her their love, triumphant
over the starving years. of separation,
triumphing again over the vexatious
Problem of daily intimacy.
Slowly it cane- to him that shi
meant her refusal He released her
and drew back, so suddenly that she
swayed .and almost fell..
"Then it onlv means that you don't
love me if. you did, you wouldn't
count -the rick."
"If you must believe that." she an
swered aadly, -you must. _But it isn't!
true. If I Muid forget the risk. I
shoulthet lode you as I do." s,V-ea
He laughed harshly, and react:Ong
-for his hat. turned &ward the door. •I
Thee dreamed love had gone the way
of his beautiful philoeophy.
But at the door he looked back. Sht•
was standing as he had left her, pale,
in her eyes both fear and the glow of
the name he had lighted. The hand,
held out to him in 'Involuntary ges-
tures-was trembling vikibly.
"Why- -do you go?"
"But you said-", -
"I didn't say-I wouldn't love you."
lie laughed main. "What is love-
by itself?"
-We could." pitifully she put forth
the suggestleal1/4"we'could be friends."
"Friends! I m no bloodleas poet. I
- wantea whole love."
Her hungering look was calling him,
drawing -him across the room to her.
It bade him take her. He toodt her,,
wonderingly, dazed by the seeming
surrender. In his clap she seemed to
find a my courage,.
-Then-then-A. Will give you a
whole iove--If you Will takeeme as I
!• Int," • •
niu-lterett.
MIMI! Ten IsUrt yoti- sit:Welk. And
I.
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It wouldn't be a whole love. It osioldn't
be • lasting love here teal ilve a-
erie Is the light of day"
"Love, if it is by,, is its own light "
"Itut the risk you far! It would be
greater your say."
"This is my tisk, tat yours." tier
arum encircled his neck, drawleg his
hot eherk down to hers. -Awl there
Is net one else I sin alone. No one
would be hurt. It wouldn't-it couldn't
be a bigger love if siva in the,
world's *ay And it Is all I can have,
all I can glee Let um have it until--





He went to eittep that night, neuritis%
tit« awakening Out as he woke to
the summons or the early summer sun-
shine tilling his hotel room, the
dreaded reaction did not come. Ile
could think only with tenderness of
the %omen who had yielded to him.
the Wee that did not haggle, with it
sort of awe and the query, Could he
match it?
Ile art/PP, and going to the tele
phone, called her number.
"Is it your lie hard the eager
cake) in the low voice.
"Who else could It be?" lie laughed.
"Karla, if you should happen to in-
vite me to breakfast- -"
"Oh, sill you? Cotne soon. I-I
am always waiting for you"
Itut am he turned away from thee
telephones, something caught lu his
throat. "Poor )(meal" he mattered
"We've cut out $ big job for our-
selves."
'lie did not have to knock at her
door. W1.110 he was still mounting
the last flight of stairs, it was thrown
open and she stood awaiting him in
the little entrance hall. When bo took
her in his , close dap, she put her
hand to hls forehead and looked
pearchingly into his eyes He was
glad that what she PIM there con-
tented her.
"Oh, I'm glad." she murmured from
his shoulder, "I'm glad you called me
up." •
"Of course I did, lltiw long did you




"But I did." lie kissed her.
Afterward, *lieu the table had been
cleart•d and the dishes washed-he
helping with an awkwardness they
found very comic-he broached his
plan.
"Keret, have. you ever been in the
wooder'
"No.  hut I retuembor you used to
tell me eif the hills you came from.
I've always wanted to see them."
. "Oh. yes, they're beautiful. But men
live there. I meant clear out beyond
the edge of things as you know them."
So he tole her uf the wilderness he
had visited - of calm pellucid rivers
that because noble lakes and then
rushed madly down narrow rot ky
chuteseed oweeszretches of untouched
forest, paIhle'.'1'll but the wild
things and the lonely, hardly less wild
trapper; of its silences and ragiegs.
She listened eagerly.
"Let's go thetas, Koala "
The augge-stion left her almost
breathleas for a moment. "Daratae?"
"Why not!"
"Why not?" she repeated slowly.
"There viould he nothing to fear up
there, nothing to conceal. We could
stay until I have to go back to work."
"Longer, if you like it. You needn't
think of work."
"Hut I muffeleehe smiled. I must
live ,and I'm not a very rich Woman."
"But I -"
"flush!" She laid a silencing hand
over lits lips.
It was easily arranged. He dropped
a note to Henley which led the la:ter
it
On a Jutting Point They Found a De-
serted &stem
to to I:. so that his chtinsel had been
taken and Mark had stone away to let
gossip run its course' and die. 'Karla
had no explanations to make
They 'met in Termite and there took
a train together They alightell for to
the north at a rude little lumber town
here the smell of fresh-sawn lumber,
mingled with the fragranoe ef balsam,
swept etewe a lees narrow lake After
onesnight in the, bornteeat
%%to hose simple min n vet oc-
curred to question the statue of his
Yankee guests, they started up the
lake' by tame. with a guide who was
to leave them sitell they had mad;" a
PeFfThn'roanibeg" ,to and Melt May to
the woods wah without i•loird or flaw.
The-nirfro'w lake listieviWedstiU turthor
• ""s.
luta a smooth clear river that amend
in and out mons ever wooded bills.
'they page* the region where the
cruel as had sitting slid scarred, the
lora became bigger, Ilto forest denser.
Here and there they rain« to a rapids
ahem the canoes had to be lifted and
carried
Her almost eased perception of each
unfolding beauty tout-hid him, tin a
Jutting point they found • deserted
little cabin. soma trapper's winter
abode,. 'I here the, journey ended. When
the hut had been cleaned out, they dis-
itilasred the guide with -orders to re-
turn every three weeks with fresh
supplies . .
MIntitul of his resolve, he plumed
their days carefUlly. thinking only that
they might be perfect for her
The mail was OWIPlit out of halation,
out of his armee of thought, as never
before. Ills utrugglea aii41 victoria
and dipappointmenta reeeded, . they
Reamed part of another existence. It
he thought of them briefly at all, it
was but es • price well paid for his
freedom. Ile did not guess that the
habit of thinking minutely for her
bumpiness was slowly prying tootle
other and firmly flied habits.
Two nominee waxed and %lined. The
guide came with sweeties, and again
• second time. On his third appear-
ance', the time, set for their departure,
Mark without conaultIng Kasha vent
him back. Stift (1111 not site Cu to notice
the change in plan.
On the day when the guide should
have return. d again, he did not come.
'that evening • storm i arose, such as
rarely .isitn even those northern
woods. Mark and Sella W1'114 out on
the lake for a lazy aftereupper paddle,
watching the manse* of black clouds
gather over the hill,. at the head of
thee lake, Then u was a rutr-iblie or dis-
tant thunder
Suddenly, overfilling the mountain-.
oust vapor, appeared a lower plane, of
clouds, flying before a wind that struck
the water and sent a nne. of white.
churning down the lake. 'they were
not fur out, bat though they paddled
swiftly, their light craft was tossing
like • cork before they reached chore.
They made their landing, dragged the
canon-to safety and fled - to the cabin
Just as a wall of green and darkness
swept down upon them..
The fury was soon spetil.--Tb-iv Storm
passed beyond the lake. Still they
watched, in ono of their long silences.
She sight•d and stirred, looking up
at him "I aonder -•' She paused.
"Yes?"
"Have I hurt you'?"
"Hurt me?"
"By loving you. Ily coming here."
"No." he erled. "flow could any
one be harmed by a perfect love? And
it has been perfect. I can never for-
get."
His heart ached with a deep poign-
ant tenderness for her. They were
silent again. . . But after a time
drowsiness overcame ben and he slept
She did not sleep. Until morning
she kept her vigil beside him. Somc•
times she would lean over and touch
his outflung hand. . . .
When h., awoke the sun was well up
over the hills. Kazia was storming in
the dooraay, looking down the lake.
She heard him stir and turned.. He
saw her eyes.
"I Mittel..t you haven't slept at Mir:
She did not answer that, but smiled,
pointing.
"The guide is corning. Let us hurry
It is time for us to go."
"No!" lie sprang to his feet.
"Please.- she put out an appealing
hand, "let us not talk of it, but hurry.
We must go. I've thought it out, and
it is best."
They breakfasted hurriedly and be-
gan the brief preparationsje leave,
putting the cabin in order and stow-
ing into the canoes the little they
would need on the trip down -the river.
They were soon ready
They were about to embark when
i Kazis, without explanation, turned and
went back to the cabin, Many min-
or. a pa,sed and she did rot reappear.
Tlien Mark followed her. He found
her lying prone on the pile of pine
Numbs that had been their couch, face
buried in her arms. Harsh dry sobs
Shook her.
With a cry ho dropped to his knees
bearde her, gently, stroking her hair,
trying to soothe her grief. He pleaded
with her to stay.
Soon she had regained control. She
sat up, facing him.
"frow can you think of going? Back
there we won't find It as It has been
here."
"We must," she answered. "And
now, while it's still perfeet. It has
been that-not a thing to regret. I've
crooded into two months happineps
enough for a.lifetime. If I must pay
for it, I am willing. . . And you
• have given ,it to me. Do you think I
haven't been how you've watched over
'arne. thought only of me, to make it
perfect for me? can .never forget
that. And maybe, some. day, I shall
have the chance to repay you. I pray
that I may have the chance." '
"It is I who will have to repay you.
But why leave such happiness' Let
UP stay here, where. love is free and
clean And strong."
-If we only- could! lltit we must go
Beeause it wouldn't stay perfect. There,
are storms even in the wilderness. A
time would come-you are a man-
when love worth:Ina Jos enough. You
would begin to want other men. Yeri
would chafe against the loneliness and
inaction. We would go gladly then
and we could look back on (Ma only
as R dream that failed. Bet now-oh.
I shall have something to remember!
And you will have something to remem-




The Cleft Stick. •
In Cetneda's raided. thinklag there
seivoi still sate. Mark had persuaded
Kula to stay over Iwo days, that they
might have one lest; uninterrupted pe-
riod together It *as a tulatake. an
anticlimax
Thy) were. at breakfast when, giant-
Mg up, Mark poplind n familiar figure
at the doorway of the hotel dining
room -a figure of courtly and noble
mien. 'noting with slow thoughlfill
stint'. and head ellghtly bent. as
though, even amid the commonplace.
functions of life, hies mind never
erased to Otte! on momentous pliii•
anthropie proYeeta, and %titbit mod-
estly unaaare. of the ve Weeper that ran
over the room or of the many necks
craned Ul hit. direction An obsequious
captain of %alters led lilm down the
room, and by fateful chancy, toward
the table shier,' nut Matti and least&
Mark regarded hen le that fascination
whieh a ilatigerotis ()No, t has
for its victim
Now it may be that the philanthrop-
ist was not quite so uuawsre as he
seemed of the Bite-rest evelked by his
"Can It Be-Of Course, Is is Truitt."
entrance, for a pair of furtively roving
eyes alighted upon Mark: lie ataPPtels
"Can it be-- of course, it Is Truitt.
This is an unexpected pleasure." Ile
extended a geld& hand.
Mark took it enechanically "How
are' you, 
daze.
Quinhy?" he muttered outi  h
"I suppose I am well." Jeremiah
Quiaby-erulled benignantly. "A busy
life Weyer, little tinite_coneider Ihe
stile of one's health. You are looking
better than I have ever seem you."
"I'm better than I've ever been."
There was a pause during . which
Quinby glanced tentatively at Kazia.
"Alt! Perhaps I am intrudiug?"
Quinby fondled humorously, as one who
knows his weiCome are-Ahem is as-
sured.
Mark brought his whirling thoughts
to a stop. "No, certainly riot Mrs.
lie Performed an intro-
nection. Quinby's bow was Ware*
sive.
see you have just begun. Per-
haps--" lie paused again, sugges-
tively.
"You will join us? Mrs. Whiting,
'I'm Pure--
Kazis nodded and smiled com-
posedly.
"This is kind, indeed. Though I
ahould not," Quint)), bowed again to
Koala, "blame TrulU for being selfish."
He took the chair held out for him by
the waiter, glancing from Mark's sun.
browni,c1 face to Kuala's., "I see you
have both been out under the sun.
Your party--"
"Has just separated. Mem. Whiting
is to let me-rather informally, to be
sure-convoy her borne."
"And what of It, since no one is the
wiser? The. conventions," Quinby wit-
tily accepted the explanation. "are
only for public consumption, though I
-betng in the public eye, so to speak
-may rarely ignore them. So you,
too, are front our city, Mrs. Whiting?"
Karla admitted it.
"Al)! I wish I had known last night
that you were here, The governor-
general-" The phrase roiled linger-.
Ingly on his lips "The governor-gen-
era' 'gave a reception. You would
have been pleased. I am sure., to see
how our city, in my person, was hon-
ored."
"I'm very pure of it. Plcatie tell us
alTauut 
it."
told them about it, with a
wealth of detail,
lint, under cover of his monologue
Quinby was ehrewdly taking clock of
his hearers and their situation, he
had not rt.:lased that first moment of
Deteaying cunfualon. Suspicion, guided
by instinct, retied Into con.iction.
Ana the event matched- Quinhy's
need. For in the very midday Of hate
triumph, whoa the brilliancy and daz,
ing of his achievements promised to
eclipse his better fortified but less
original rival in beneficence, a cloud
no bigger than a man's hand had creptabove the horizon. Arid if that cloud
grew bigger. .not MacGregor but
Quinby himself might be eclipsed-
and, alas! forever. ' A crisis, then,
when "harmony" more than ever was
needed In his forces. There are. Queasy
gratefully thought, more. wive than
one of insuring harmony. He felt of
his whip .and got ready to Crick it.,
Poring a temporary lull Katie.'pleading some unfinished, 'packing.made Ser escape Quinhy's eye fol-lowed her admiringly to the door, thatbent upon Mark a look•An which reproof and a -certain ponderous wag-
(Wines' struggled for the upper hand."Ah! Truitt! A sad dog, I tear." ."Not at ail." said Mark coldly,
Quinhy was blandly skeptileale
And you, brown amain !menn. at break-fast Slime at • hotel with it womancloak!, ise en Indian maiden The party-was it a party of two, Truitt*"
brI ant hippy tbotYo'litr. 7170d Mi lisrMkorr:'..;" 't Whit 4 o
etsldly 
het seems a 4-liartittng %omen A well
po.1.8:ToluveleoatnvaptittodaAyur amuse"' wieme. I '
"It your ward plumed, that is enosgb
uinby waved a pacific hand
"Then, since I have your word Is
the matter, I feel safe in inviting yea
and Mrs Whiting to share my ear as
far as thereto"
''Mrs, Whiting may have • pre!
erettee"
%lulu!), received this with the stir
prise edrone whose invilationa partake
of the peremptory quality set toy alty'a
"I liumeetie will not prefer a stuffy
l'ulineey to lit) car, which has been
praised l• should be &rely hurt by
a refusal. In fm t," Mat k lookel up
quickly, as though he had hard a
wanting crack'. 111t.111, ad, "I should
construe a refusal as etielenre- 110
let that So. Thee, are cempany mai
T 
for a m
he men regarded each other stead-
this seems art opportune °mellow"
fly oment.
ters I wish to demotes with yrweil.onandby
mar"lk
"With my ecoMpliments,"
emended "Er Truitt, who Is Mre
Whiling' The name it not familiar "
"I'm sure you never heard of her.
She's a trained tturse-a eivr. y 'acetate
ful one, I What,. I'll let you knew
her MINN er." •
They rose and Mark Intel the. en
viabls distinction of marching milli
Jeremiah Quint)v through the long
dining, mom, ohm., by this time the
whisper of the great philanthropist's
presence had been happily confirmed.
"Well," said Mark grimly, when he
had found Kase' in their rooms, "you
pluyed audience to good purposes
Quinhy has Nat informed nie, with ea-
clamation points, that you are a charm
ulnngusaut.antl aniawno.muW.:11 lensed woman, me
She breatheil a sigh of relief "Then
he doesn't suspect?"
"lie's so sure of the truth that he
wouldn't believe his own testimony to
the contritry."
"What ran we' dor
-"Reactly nothingitne aerept tits iii'
%elation to travel In ha. ear to literati,
--and trust to luck. Flattery and suit
missiveneeue * he would call them har-
mony -are the, Way Into QuIttby'a gime
graces."
But Queen, when the journey had
begun, made no reference to that party
In the %%outfit. Ills engaging manners
-never, said the. envioym.  so prn
nounced as in the presence of a pretty
woman were disployed in their per-
fection. Even Murk', fear,' were
lulled.
At first the ahilunthmpist gave him
self &Initial wholly to Kasha lie showed
her the splendors of his car, from the
little kitchen, where her expert ad
miration brought a grin PeeD to Ihs
pudgy face of the Japanese cook, onto
that plaset.sr cast of the ichthymeaurus
Quinbyl conspicuously placed at ono
side of the library section.
"Truitt tells no.', Mrs. Whiting, that
you are, a nurse. A beautiful
A fitting mitere for woman-woman,
tender minister to safering!"
"And it pays," Kazia smiled, "Metter
-than most aonsati's work.-
"But not, enough. Have you ever
noticed that the most iniportant aerv-
kos are always the pooreat paid I
have often %Abed," Quinby sighed
"that it lay hi my power to give everydeserving man and woman the justreward earned by their-service."
"MO" breathed Kazin. -that wouldbe something to do."
• Quinby tent a benignant smile- on
Kazis "Mrs. Whiting, you must leaveme an fidtirves As it happens. I ama trustee, and it may be, an influenceIn the Todd hospital eurely the' pro-
tension of healing offer* a woman alarger-and a better paid -field thatmere individual nursing'!"
"To tlaise ashes are fitted."
"You am o modert, o,f eoUrse. Hutam sure I have not Judged you tticgeneruualy.'•
lie led Karla to a big cushionedchair at the observation end of thecar, had the Sap brie.; megazines and
thhetrhthailks up to him. as frankly lae
lae•te''13;nbla‘c.kis in the chair, sailitng
If sh'e had not a eurepected secret:abrazen out. The: philanthropist mailedback- -and the light In his eyes, asthey swept the figure beneath themarm not philanthropy
His smile became quizzical Heleaned over and patted her hand. "Youare a plucky %main, my dear I havea short memory- - sometimes."
Ile went back to Mark.
"Truitt.," he began, "does your racovered health mean that you are gone.lbadcokninttok iniaorzs.se!;
ieah..rtly. Ile had wItnessile rdk s'thaentgahC eerdaujust described.
• "You tenet gel hack. You are neededHave you kept Track of our labor itelation'?"
-Nuoinb'y pkete beQ d Mit situation, witha terseness of which Mark had not
betiev4iThetinlit7PfteabsNIPT.INI•Ele
\ _pipe Worth elatf Mellon DollarsAmong the royal treasures of Persta is a pipe set with diamonds, toidea and emeralds, ap_tha- value. It isseotemeted, et no less than tio00.000-Title PIP.; was made for the late shah.and It Is Said to he even, more val-uable than his famous sword in thematter of swiped,. it is said that thusgarkwar of !Lamle:Rho, on the flees-eit the coronation of George V inIndia, meted to hie fame by steibbtninonsrch, possesew the novel•Ptie
belt are 
me
nate* bas been put. at _taila.090.117nda. 0011
-hoUs blade Meestetentis.- egg'
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WEARING W. L. DOUGLAS $EGER.
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value by haute y II. n and th• IIKAU DV "If
*tramped on the sots tarots the shows I•ave the rec.
tare;tOrMearaues torotwh...r7aratisti.""4 h 151r:ret •to &leafy: worth whatwyon r., for tfro,.. It
mador, nod the high made here med. you stoop thee
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vootag. frf. In ii.e I. it. VW tire Are 3111••••
Cat rated Mowing bow to order by triml
.I. DUUM.Ait. th) SpatS IL. Amtillos, IOWA
eould see carehai te 'audios 61.03 eves. Sprinkle lightly with sugar and
androulinisl t4.1 l,wit better, Si herter: ho d their allow to IIand wear longer than other males 1,4 the petee.
1VOTHING else but
11 the adroit blend-
ing of pure tobaccos
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THE MURRAY LEDGER. MURRAY. KY
THE CHARM
OF MOTHERHOOD
E..nhanced By Perfect 'Myst.
cal Health.
The experimme of Motherhood is a bye
Ing one to most women and marks dis-
tinctly an epoch in their lives. Not one
woman in a hundred is prepared or un-
derstands how to properly care for her-
self. Of course nearly every WOMAN
Iliewadays has medical treatment at ouch
times, hut many approach the experi-
ence with an organism unfitted for the
trial of strength, and when it is over
her system has received a shock from
which it is hard to recover. Following
right upon this comes the nervous attain
of caring for the child, ant • distinct
change In the mother results.
There is nothing more charming than
&happy and healthy mother of children.
MI indeed child-birth under the right
conditions need be no hazard to health or
beauty. The unexplainable thing is
that, with all the evidence of shattered
nerves and broken health resulting from
an unprepared condition, and with am-
ple time in which to prepare, women
will persist in going blindly to the trial.
Every woman at this time should rely
upon Lydia E. Pinkharn's Vegetable
Compound, a most valuable tonic and
Invigorator of the female organism.
In many homes
once childless there
are now children lye-
cause of the fact





If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (molls
&titbit) Lynn, Ram. Your letter will
he Opened, read sod answered by a
woman and hold In strict eoultdeileo,
Glory.
Some warriors, having been at we.:
quite awhile, were beginning to tire
of the sport.
"There's glory enough for all!" ex.
claimed the more impulsive among
them.
But others were more cautious
'Let's keep on killing and desolating
awhile longer and make sure'" urged
these.
It was the counsel of prudence
whiCh prevailed. the world being wat-
tled that the conditions were not, as
yet, quite ripe for peace
Lucky Hubby.
Mrs Green—Do you ever flatter
your husband?
Mrs. Wyse- -Yes, I sometimes ask
















SOUPS THAT WILL BE LIKED
Far the Colder Days There is Nett,.
lag Netter Than That Made With
Pleas—Other Suggestions.
To make thick pea soup wash and
soak overnight one pint of split peas
Next morning put thme into a pot
with two cleans of water Meantime
fry until brown two sliced onions and
• head of celery in two ounces of
clartflod dripping l'ut them in with
the peas and two Miceli of bread cut
diagonally, a teaspoonful of salt and
halt that amount of pepper Mies
to the boll, simmer for one and a
half hours, nib through • sieve, add
one pound of mashed potatoes, return
It all to the pot and bring once more
just to the boilfug point Strain if
desired If the • oup Is not thick
enough add a tablespoonful each of
flour and butter rubbed together and
let the soup heat for fl•e minutes
longer. Thie lump is very nutritious
and would take the place of meat
For a we'd cabbage soup remove
the outer leaves from two small cab-
bages and cut into shreds with half a
head of celery. Soak in boiling water
for ten minutes, drain and cool In
fresh boiling water for ten minutes.
Once more drain met place in a pan
with two pinta of Work or water, one
ounce of finely minced sweet herbs
Ind pepper and salt to tact.'. Then
bri_pg to a boll and simmer for fifteen
or twenty minutes Serve with grated
cheese.
Potato soup is good and cheap, es-
pecially If made without meat; al•
though scraps of meat Or gravy may
be added If liked. Cut three medium'
sized potatoes into thin slices, add
one small slice onion and a handful
of rice. Boil in water eurticient to
cover Parsley heightens the flavor,
but It should...be lifted out when well
cooked When .the potatoes are done
blend a ;dere of butter the size of an
egg with browned flour and stir It
into the soup. This gives a rich color
and appetizing flavor. Milk may be
added, but it should be sparingly
used. You may add carrots, beans.
peas and other left-over-vegetables to
such soup. Drop dumplings are nice
to serve with this soup: - Take one
egg, one-half eggshell of water, a
pinch of salt and one teaspoonful of
baking powder. Add enough flour to
make a dough that will drop easily
from a teaspoon. Remove when they
rise to the top of the soup.
REALLY FIRST-CLASS SOUP
Ingredients and Directions for Making
Vegetable Puree, Liked by
Everybody.
Any vegetable puree can be pre.
pared as follows: Melt one ounce of
well clarified dripping in a pan and
cook In it till tender, but without
coloring, four ounces of onions, two
 ounces of .celery and a bunch of
herbs; then in five minutes lay in one
UCLAS 4actand of potatoes, carrots, turnips,— etc., according to what you wish to
use, peeled and cut up. corer down
the pan and let It continue to cook
for twelve to fifteen minutes longer,
shaking the pan now and again to
prevent the vegetables burning; then
add a quart of liquid, with a few pep-
percorns and seasoning, and let it all
simmer till tender (for about one and
a half hours). then rub it through
the sieve, reheat, add a mixture of
flour and milk and use. For the mix-
ture rub a little flour, say a dessert-
spoonful, smooth with some cold milk,
water or stock, then add this to the







Cut a ripe, mellow pineapple into
Slices, pare each slice and remove the
nd a few hours to extract
Drain and to the slices add
e half as much grapefruit, tart apple
or seeded Malaga grapes Arrange on
lettuce leaves. Drees with nillyonnalse




the choicest—gives you cupful a sdoiti:
milk. one-half teaspoonful of the excellence of FATIMA
Turkish-blend Cigarettes!
if sow cOnnetn secure Parana Clirorettes frownpoor de.' woo to 14.• is1owsed to geoid imp.
Ore* Pa( C.v., too, trona rres receipt Of SOC
ArktresS *rates Dept . 111 Fifth Am.. New Tegt.N.If
" Distindively Individual"
crig4arneVsfjffreg.Vafoococz
'Film for Tour- Kodak
RAJAR film ronts yt;t1 the swipe as any
other. We de. lop it free. Send stamps
ftW a t.011.todaY. we pay the postage.
Independent Phil. Optical C*.
115 N. Sixth Street. Si, Louie. Mo
•
•
solved in the milk, one-half teaspoon-
ful of salt, one-fourth teaspoonful dry
ginger and nutmeg, one-half teaspoon-
ful cream of tartar sifted with the
flour; try cupful and a half of flour,
more it needed; roll out. These arz
delicious.
Salad Oils.
ecided salad oil economy is ob'
taid b mixing with a quart of the
cot nseed oil, a few ounces of
p olive oil for imparting richness
of avoring. The nutritive qualities
of he two are about the same, and to
aotne persons this mixture is more ap-
petizing than the rather pungent fie
Yor of the plain olive oil.
How to Bind Soups.
If cream soups and purees are al-
lowed to stand, they separate unless
bound together. To bind a soup melt
hotter, and when bubbling add an
equal quantity of flour; when well
mixed add to boiling soup, stirring
well.
Wrap Up Moat.
A noted book advises after roasting
a piece of meat that is to be served
cold to wrap it In cheesecloth while it
is still hot This will prevent it froM
drying out and loosing flavor. .
A Tea Hint. • •
IC* Intep of sugar to put in the tow
pet when maktur tea ft wnt prOYSEI
Ita staffing the table cover" if spilled.
CALOMEL SICKENS! IT SALIVATES! I Greek Meets Greek.The two oldie, inhabitantio CC,, very Ignerant, neither of them being
hle «veil to tell the tine. of daiv A
00NPT similluous coNsTipATEg :::,:T,.'i:, ix: hi:11W inn'sa 4:11:r; heZulail
I Guarantee "Oodebn's Liver To
and Bowel Cleansing You Ever,
Calomel makes you sick; yew loge a
day 's work. Calomel Is quicksilver
and It salivates; calomel injures your
If you are bilious, fed lazy, sluggish
and all knocked out. If your bowels
are constipated and your head aches
or stomach is sour, Just take a spoon-
ful of harmless liodeon's Liver Tone
Instead of using sickening, salivating
calomel Dociron's Liver Tone Is real
liver medicine. You'll know it next
morning because you will wake up
feeling fine, your liver will be work.
Ing. your headache and dizziners gone,
your stomach will be sweet and your
bowels regular. I ou will root like
working. You'll be cheerful; full of
vigor and ambition.
Your druggist or dealer sells you a
60-oent bottle of L.Mdson's Liver Tone
Whom Dodge Hate Joined Together.
A contributor sends in tide clip-
ping from the Kobel& Midget, a paper
publiehed In the island of Maul. one Of
the line allan group. Ile explains
that %ultimo" is ilaeallan for worn.
an, Kane" for man, and "pau" for
enough:
Rev. II II Dodge of Walluku is the
most resourceful man of Maul Re-
cently a Japanese couple came to Mr.
Dodge with a request in the elgti lan•
guage that he make them man and
wife. They couldn't talk English flu-
ently and Mr. Dodge cannot talk Jap-









FINE -RASH ON BABY'S BODY
1341 Parkwood Pl., N. W., Washing-
ton, D. ('.—"When my babe was about
two weeks old I noticed a scurf on her
scalp which gradually grew worse. It
started with a fine rash over head and
body and made her very restless at
night. The rash left the thick scurf
On her head. We used,.
and other remedies recommended by
friends, but nothing seemed to do any
good.
"This continued until she was three
months old and by that time it formed
sort of a crust, so that her scalp never
looked clean. Nothing helped until
we used the Cuticura Soap to bathe
her and Cutieura Ointment to anoint
her. They acted like magic, clearing
the scalp entirely. The trouble dis-
appeared." (Signed) Mrs. H. L. A.
derson. Mar. 20, 1914.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free, w ith 32-p. Skin Book. Address Post-
card "Cuticura. Dept. L, Boston."—Adv.
How Ice Man Got the Booze.
The day was hot and the patient ire
'man had taken his usual care in got'
the ice In the box Just right and
then moppingaitet the little water that
got on the floor in the operation. He
really was a good ice man and de-
served to be rewarded.
"Here Is a bottle of beer: you need
it on a hot day like this," said the
housewife.
"I can't accept anything from pa-
trons, lady," the ice man said, as he
eyed the bottle lovingly.
"Well, if that is orders, all right,"
the cueloater said.
Still the "Ice man pondered "But."
he added, as an afterthought, "if you
put it on the back porch steal it.
There isn't any rule against stealing
things "—Indiana-Polls News.
Getting Even.
Friend (to returned tray eler)-1
suppose you had some thrilling experi-
ences over in Europe
Traveler—Tea; 'I was arreeted as a
spy, and who do you suppose was my
captor—a waiter I once refused to
tip over here, lie recOgnized me and
I barely escaped with my life
Money for Christmas.
Selling guaranteed wearproof hosi-
ery to friends & neighbors. Ilig Xmas
business. Wear-Proof Mills. 3200
Chestnut €L, Philadelphia, Pa.—Adv.
Ratio In Congress.
This ratio of representation in the
totter house of congress at Washing'
ton has changed since the
year 17S9, when the Constitution began
its work, the ration was 30,000 to the
representative. In 1910 the ratio was
210.000 to the representative. If the
ratio did pot rise the members of the
lower Name would in time become too
numerous tor business It is for the
pursmae of keeptng the membership
within reasonable bounds that the ra-
tion is made to keep pace with popula
ne" Will Give You the Best Liver
Had—Don't Lose a Day's Workl
under my personal au•rantee that it
will i lean your sluggish liter better
than nasty calomel, it won't mike you
sick and you can eat anything you
want without being salivated Your
druggist guarantees that each spoonful
will start your liver, clean your bowels
and straighten you up by morning or
you can have your money back ChB
dren gladly take Dodnon's Liver Tune
becauen it is pleasant tasting and
doesn't gripe or cramp Or make them
sick
I am selling millione of bottles of
Dodson's Liver Tone to people who
have found that this pleasant, veg...
table liver medicine takes the place
Of dangerous calomel Buy one bottle
On my attend, reliable guarantee Ask
your druggist or storekeeper about me.
GETTING DOWN TO THE FACTS
Relic Which Mr. Bradley Valued So
Highly Was Not Altogether
a Present.
Said Mr. Bradley: "I think X good
deal of this rocking chair. It's made
from wood that grow on a farm In
Virginia once owned by W Wash'
Ington."
"I don't see anything extrnorditiary
about it.'' said Parke, "except that ita
big and ugly. How much' did it cost
you!"
"Nothing. That's the beauty of It.
A friend of mine in Washington sent
it to me. There's nothing like hay-
ing good friends."
"No, I suppose not. How did lie
send it?"
"Itv express. Quite a relic. Isn't
it' Wood grew on ono of 0. Wash--
"You paid the express- charges, I
suppose?" _  • -
-Or course.' Wood grim` on a farm
that once belonged-to George—"
"How much was the—"
' Farm that once belonged 'to
George Washington In Virginia. It
Isn't every - day you can—"
"How much expressage did you--"
'Isn't every day you can see a
rocking chair made out of wood grown
on a farm that Once belonged to
"What express charges ditilterbave
to pay!"
"Eight dollars •and seventy-five
cents," said Bradley, With visible re-
luctance.
HINT EASY TO UNDERSTAND
English Farmer Had _Made Old Mis-
take of Counting Chickens Be-
fore They Were Hatched.
An old farmer In the Midlands was
anxious to marry, but could not make
up his mind between the charms of a
certain comely widow in the neigh-
borhood and her equally charming
daughter.
At last he resolved to let chance
solve the problem.
"I'll ax th' one I fust sees a-goin•
In." he muttered, and off he started on
his amatory errand. But when he .ar-
rived both mother and daughter were
sitting in the doorway.
"Dang it!" he cried. "Ile-e was
comIn' to ax one o"ee to marry me,
an' I swore the fust 'un should ha'
the chance. But there ye both be
together. shet my eyes now, an
the one as doan't slant me men go in-
doors. Th' one as stays is ni) wife
to be."
Shutting his eyes the old farmer
counted ten solemnly; there was a
subdued chuckle, but when he opened
them both women had gone. -London
Tit-lilts.
REMAKKABLE LETTER FROM 4 WELIS
KNOWN WAsi1i0TON Ditt 04i1oT.
In reference to Elixir =sleek the
for Arlie earl Amer and all emplane! eliaeasee.-mete the I set Ore month. I have sold MVO
bottlesof Eliniriisbellt.forifalarl•sChIlloand
lever. Our customers areal( very well of It.
Henry Evans, 'V ret., N W ,Waoh rtgton, lie"
Mine meek 60 cent. afl tIrnirglata, or by
Parcels Poet. pre,poald. from Klocsetveki a Oa.Waahlugtou, DI 0:
To Increase Supply of Salmon.
Important experiments have recent-
ly been made by the fisheriee expert
for British Columbia In connection
with the hatchery operations. Last
year at Seaton lake, instead of plac-
ing all the sockeye salmon eggs in
tray., as. has been the custom hereto
fore, a plan was adopted more in
keeping with the natural methods fol-
lowed by the Bah. The eggs, after
having been inoculated with the
lymph, were buried under fire to.sev-
en Mabee of eared and gravel. Over
:00,000 ow, were thus treated In tanks
especially made therefor, and as a re-
suit. ISR.000 healthy fry have been
taken out with the possibility of more
to follow. This is a splendid record,
as compared with the old pan sys-
tem. and It is bettered by the experts
that the new method will revolution-
ize the business of the hatcheries
tion
Most of us need the money barauoie
that is what money Is for.They Began Early..
Dentist —When did your teeth first
begin troubling you? Arm yourself with a dark lantern
Patient—When I was cutUng 'them. when looking for honor among thieves
One day, before the crowd at the ear-
ner store, old Pete, being slightly
jealous of such wealth and wishing
to embarrass his rival, said. "Ber•
Itch, what time have you got?"
The other old fellow drew out his
watch and turned its face toward his
itinuimitor -There she be!" be ex-
claimed
Pete was almost at • loss, but be
made a meg:OM-eta effort and retort-
1141 -Marne if she ain•t!"—E.ery•
body's Masashi,.
Poor Material in His Promises.
"11 hen we were warn' d." sobbed
the young wife, "he said he loved me
with a love more enduring than the
everlasting granite!"
"And it didn't last" queried the
sympathizing frieud.
'lest'" echoed the young wife, dry-
ing her tears; "it didn't last as long
as a wood pavement!"







img the Stomachs and Bow.ls
Promotes Digestion,Chterful-
ness and Rest Contains neither










ti441 ReInerY for Constipn
;;IT lion, Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
1 Worms Konvulsions.Feverish-











44GuaranteN1 under lite Foods














"I think it le
the beet medi-
eine on earth. Let me tell you why I
think so.
"My son has been afflicted with ca-
tarrh since he was a baby eve aloof ne
old, so that for years I had to watch
him all night long, and keep his
mouth open so he could breathe, as
he could not breaths through Ns nose
"He ham always been very delicate.
-Since he commenced taking the
reruns I can go to bed and sleep ale
night."
51DROPSTr."21"...emis.,..".u."-..,1°,1,• •burt brealb,often gyres entlr•pel:eiislitotAkday• Trialtrestutents.ntFtmOr THOMAS IL OMEN Socneerme toPc N. H. Greens Sons, bee 0, *art" Ila,
CASTORIA
For Infanta and Children. 
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Catarrhal Fever
3 NO 6 noses often core
One I6-cent bolt le SPOUN'S guaranteed to core a cam
sale figr any mare. horse or CO 1
I tosen bo•tlr•s so. Wet It of druggist& herons. dea;ere or diregt
manufacturer,. express pald.
811.1.3111414 1. the beat preventive of all ft ram of distemper
ME.DICALCO.,
Chemist• ILO Bar terlologtata„ Goshen. lad.. 0, 8. A.
• Stork's Good Memory.
While visiting the Berlin zoological
gardens, sa3 s Lustige 1ilattr, little
Gretchen saw a great white bird
standing on one leg' in a cage She
threw in a piece of candy: the bird
gobbled It up eagerly; and thrust its
head through the wire for more.. -
Presently Oretchen's mother came
along. "0 mother, see here! Whati
kind of a bird is this'?"
The mother pointed to the sign on
the cage, which read. "The Stork"
"The stork!" cried the little girl
enthusiastically. 0 mamma, do you
know, he actually recognized me!"
TOUR OWN DKr CIOINT Mit. TELL TOOTry Mot no Remedy tor Red. Weralt. Waist,nod li 1,1ifdMd
o
s: NO tM111
teo':4.ret.Ol  Soci 
or
 thetrarm. Marta* Ay• Reedy 00.• Littfolds
Or His Heirs.
. Alice—What is your favorite air?"
- Betty—The millionaire —Boston
Transcript.
Dyspepsia and pesferniam h:"- -y a lot
in common.
' Ft 1E CO I
And It only cost too 111.00
That le este of Me wany teadocalele ham
Perstred et gm care • made by
LANG-0 MINERAL WONDER
/Ws patent medicine, ten de sew ressetaSie
sal,ellclea. of Nature * ewe remedim A h...
t. Mgr mieneg Ithendsties. Orfandl
Treabie. Eidary D, eam. Asthma Curd, MPtfili
Prime. Duero of the Blood. Vika Teeple
Levi. Medea and kindeed glimesta •
Nature*, :Hewer mew sad medic. A aboolob,
but woaderild nateral Wand Remaly. Castel.*
5. Ire" perm, or strobe& We he., teslotabet
rocs/ taw marreloor Resody he. owed
00.1T 'W I L. .13:1177..
CAYPIT the. otasir T.I.ew:21""rd'i
1..•140.0 MINERAL VIONOGIL
Wore tor Aerergemengsvevrameciedinsslid fenghtes
LANG-0 taissanALWONDRIII CO.
246 lowighosd MS.. Itaigary. COmeed•
_
U, MEMPHIS. NO. 46-4914._ _ _
HAIR BALSAM
Milet PreparaMesa or marl&
Helps Ile seneterst•disagese.
Egg Rottsehts cease sod
sty tegraystrEaded
Mr. and Is.'s at boorwt.i.
10.0.1* To the WomanWho
Realizes She Nees Help
You are nervous. You have alm,ing spells." You aredejected. You don't sleep well. You have backache. Youhave lost ambition for your work. You are beginning tofed old and look old
These symptom, more than Skew, are proctored by some wealmess.derangement or lnigulartty peculiar to the feminine organism t
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescriptiot!
(he Tablet or Liquid Form)
tetll aid you in regaining youthful health and shongth—yos. as it has beendoing for over forty years for women who have been tn the urn* condition ofhealth you now find yourself. It soothes and invigorates. It upbuilde and uplifts.
Your medicine dozier will supply you In tablet or liquid form, or send 50one-coot stamps for trial boa. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. Iliwo's Maud Pellets MAIN SloMedi. !jeer and Veneta fag L. Ma.
Death Lurks In A Weak Heart







The Month of Shopping
This month should be your
biggest shopping month. Prepare
for Xmas, New Ideas and many
specially attractive values offered.
Come pay us a visit this month.
Our Art Department offers many at-
tractive Fancy Novelties.
Our Suit Department, many Suits at
wonderfully low prices.
Our Millinery Department, Hats of
style preeminence at exception-
ally moderate figures.
WE PA.Y YOUR FARE
THROUGH REBATE PLANS
If You Cannot Come Mail
or Phone us Your Orders
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
•
Two Wet aad Four Dry.
Chicago. Nov. 4.—Four of the
six states that voted Tuesday on
prohibitionf according latest re-
turns, decided to forbid the sale
Of alcoholic beverages, and two
voted to retain saloons.
Ohio and California kept their,
saloons, while Washington, Colo.
rado, Oregon and Arizona closed
theirs.
Unofficial returns from Arizo-
na show that saloons were voted
out, the women aiding material-
ly in reaching this result.
The vote on saloons in Colora-
do is so close that the result is
in doubt, but precincts to be
l
' heard from are mostly outside1
' the cities. Prohibitionists say
later returns from farming coun-
ties will doom saloons.
Ohio retained :saloons by a
good majority and adopted a
I
.home rule amendment that was
, recognized as a saloon measure.
1 Missouri defeated the county
1 unit system of local Option,
which precluded the rural vote
on saloons in option elections.
1 - National headquarters of the
Woman's Christian Temperence
!Union inIChicago today received
;
returns from workers, in the
states affected by the election.
News that was declared to be
'encouraging came from all the
states concerned, the defeats in
ithe three states being offset, the
reports said, ,by indications of
progress over previous condi-
tions.
One of the typical messages
received was the following from
Colorado: Hallelujah, the crest
of the continent is white: Colo-
rado gone dry.
Best Cough Medicine for Child-
ren.
----
-Three years ago when I was
'living in Pittsburg onii-O-r-m-y1 
Ichildren had a hard cold and
'coughed dreadfully. Upon the
advice of a ckuggiat I purchased
a bottle of CHtenberlian's Ciaugh
;Remedy and inberiefited him at
' once. I find it he best cough
medicine for children because it
is pleasant to take. They do not
object to taking it," writes Mrs.
,! Lafayette Tuck, Horner City, Pa.
This remedy contains no opium,
LIV-VER-LAX
Acts Surely, Safely.!
Just because you are feeling 
the ill effects of a torpid liver is
no excuse fer buying a harmful
medicine that has brought phys-
ical decay to thousands. Calo-
mel is dangerous and as anyone
knows has very disagreeable and
weakening after-effects. Medi-
cal science has found a natural,
vegetable remedy, GRIGSBY'S
L1V-VER-LAX that thoroughly
cleanses the liver and bowels
without causing any bad feeling.
Children can take it with perfect
safety. Every bottle guaran-
teed. 50e and $1 a bottle. None
genuine without. the likeness and
signature of L. K. Grigsby.
For sale by E. D. Miller.
Give Votes to Women.
Chicago, Nov. 4.—Wornan suf-
frage leaders rejoiced tonight
when belated returns indicatei
that votes for women apparent-
ly had been_granted irustwa oF
the seven states votir'il on the
question in Tueeday's election,
ith a third state still in deuht.
First returns had indicated
defeat of the voting franchise
to the women in all states con-
cerr ed.
Montana and Nevada, accord-
ing to the latest returns, grant-
ed votes to women, while Ne-
braska showed such a small vote
proposal that the women claim- ,
ed the state. Missouri, OhioS
and North and South Dakota re-
fused to grant equal suffrage. -
In Montana the official count
will be neccessary to decide the
outcome, but the women have a
slight lead on unofficial and in-
complete retur no.
In Nevada, which seems won
to the cause of equal suf-
frage, 105'precincee out of 244/
gave 3,619 votes for women's
votes and 2,508 against.
The effect of women's votes
on prohibition in Tuesday's el-
ection indicated that women do
t'not-unanimously oppose saloons.
Election in Calloway a Tame Affair.
But little interest was mani-
fest in the election here in Cal-
loway last Tuesday and as a re.-
stilt a very light Vote wa'S polled.
approximately 2.400 votes being
cast. A democratic majority of
-about 1,400 resail!el.
Bothered by Catarrh, Bronchitis,
Asthma, Head Of Chest Colds
-v."-, try t. New External Treatment--Re-
111044 by Inhalation and Absorptiors.
No Stomach Dosing.
phlegm—And heal Vs, inflamed mucous
tnens'..rene. •
.r Catarrh nntl Fiend Cohla tnelt
little in t spoon and inhale the vapor..
.%1,40 apply well op tho noatrik. For9-or years tr., lave-barn rinsinz rinr: llav Fever follow the above
Mires to Core' tho :r..trIttti..ns and also nib well over the
164 that vapor treatment* Sr. quicker eoloron. thus relaxing the ner-AAA do not disturb the gtomad.!. hie yoga ten.kun. For .11roneisitia, Soretriable has brin that the old nwt Ilona hreat, and deep reads, apply wellof administering the-.e vapors auch 'et4 over chest and throats openetz altosayer lamp.. etc., were very ettniwr nom!' by applicatiom of bi'it.wet.tovo*Ig.
rouse. Viek's•**Vari-O-Ruls" Croup and ti,-n reset with 4 *arm (Limpet Moth.Parsolsonlis Salve contains Menthol„ Thy- lt-s ilie covering Ionise arlsiinit themei, .Errealyptol. Camphor, and Tine TWVIC as the vapors arising may he in-ar cernbinzd by a special proillees. so haled aft night long. In addition Viels's
tkall they &re vaporised ellen ick's is is..abanrbeit, theiligh the pores, takiag





or other narcotic, and may be
given to a child as confidently as
to an adult. Sold by all dealers.
Card of flasks.
We take this method of thank-
ing our neighbors and friends,
for their kindness shown -us in
the time of death of our dear
husband and father at the home
of one of his children. To. the,
people around Elm Grove we
shall ever feel grateful for their I
kind assistance in such a trying'
hour. To the people „in the vi-
cinity where our husband and
father met death, we eaSend our ;
heatfelt thanks for such appre-
ciation shown us by you. May:
our Creator bless each of you all
is the prayers of your friends.—
Sarah Falwell and  children.
Remarkable Cure of Croup.
"Last winter when my little
boy had croup I got him a battle
of Chamberlain's Cough Reme-
dy. I honestly believe it saved
his life," writes Mrs. J. B. Cook
. Indiana. Pa. "keit% the phlegm
and relieved his couAing spells.
, 1 am most greatful for.what this
• remedy has done for him." For
sale by all dealers.
What's an Editor?
A little village boy was given
the stunt by his father to write
an essay on (ditors, and here is
the result:
'Don't know how newspapers
came to be in the world. I don't
think God does forge hairit got
nothing to say about them and
edituas in the Bible. I think
the editor is one of the missing
links you read of and stayed, in
the flood and then came out and
wrote the thing up and has been
here ever since. I don't think
- tie ever rnrv.. _






THE STICK TO THE RIB KIND
A WHOLE_ WEEK, 6  DAYS,
Beginning Monday, the 9th, inst.
DOUBLE EXTRA CASH PRICES,
not confined to a certain section, nor limited to a
-Certain time. that all the folks from everywhere
cannot share the good things.
A spread for everybody with ample time
for all who will, to participate. Doors open from
early mom—till—laW at night. Don't mention
charge, phone or approval business, "None of it
in this."
6 DAYS - HOG AND HOMINY - GET BUSY 1111
Heavy yard-wide Brown Domestic,
20 yard limit, 4 3-4c.
Hoosier Brown Domestic, 25 yard
limit in bills only, 5c.
10 cent Cotton Flannel or Domet
in black and white, and brown
and white mix, at 7 1-2c.
121-2 cent Heavy Domet or Cotton
Flannel, at 9c.
Very best heavy Ticking, clear of
starch, none better and a feath-
er holder, 17 1-2c.
8 1-3 cent Apron Check Gingham,
al 6c.
$3.50 Great Big Heavy Woolen Bed k
Blankets, $2.65 a pair.
10 cent Heavy Shirtini, 8 1-2c. P
$5.50 9x12 Ingrain Reversible Drug-
gett, $3.90.
$1.25 Womens' Ready to - WeaV
Hats, 95c.
75 pairs Womens' and Childrens'
Fine Shoes, broken in sizes,
nearly all 2 1-2 to 3 1-2 in the
Womens', and $1.50 to $3.00
goods, all carried and not in
style, choice for 85c.
 111111111=1111111.11111BEIIIIMINIMIIIIIIIIII
These specials mentioned, but in connection
we have something less than a million other bar-
gains. It's up to you to see after this proposition.
EGGS !4c OR MORE
Yours for serving all the-people all the time.
4.
M11111-s
RYAN & SONS COMPANY', inc.
`4111110111111w 4111===.6,1111rAwiThillI1111111Pine:ww11..dawri watab.IPX
never heard of (vie getting lick, buries them and the people dos-
ed. Our paper rrilizhty good sent :say nothirrir because the
one: but the editor goes all win- doctor can readand W-rite Latins
ter and don't wear any socks -When the editer rnag,L..q. _ a,
and paw ain't paid his subscrip nil:Stake there is at lawsuit and
tion since the paper started. I sWeaiing and a big fii,:s;
ask-paw if that was why the ed- a doctor makes one then.
eu 
Tbed v; •shuemn Iltie,r1i.alf:Ah insd  
then 
shirtis-Nat
took me out. to the wood shed rneahs: bet if the editor uses
and lieked me awful +lards It-one he hags tn. spell it. If th
sthaye „hte.i!toouromtaktoesbeain:uinsitta.k„hie iftalkief
a doctor Takes any Mistakes he-but
snowballs in winter and go to silence. sk doctor can. mat, a
iter had to suck the juice out of funeral. cut flowers arid perfect
—
Irndic,o)r.tb(iiotrrna,otivrreo.";da..;,eair.441(,,lie.ilotoknigairgicsie:ii





is a ease of being overdone by
the 
'hen a doctor gets drank it
etartouabn f whenhedi 
dies
thei  editort isfri ;n;heart 
gets drank it's a case of to
mulch booze. and if he dies it's
the jim-jams. Any old codes's@
it-o be 
horn.
nnmake a.(, 3_4xoct:orc:haannge.editor has
'i.t.ic'SsiPleciY4t'inclintb/by*atsi%\tilr.q:IUrInwitSaTh ‘ilt'er:11f1"1)5:.
s-10. Ahd : At all drug _
stores.
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